This is Independence Day— the birthday of the United States of America. Today, we celebrate the action of 13 small colonies which announced to the world that henceforth they would not permit any nation to dominate them— they were standing together for the common good of all. No king, no representative of any foreign government could say longer interfere in their affairs.

One hundred and sixty-eight years have passed. Our nation has fought five major wars to defend its belief and maintain that independence. One of these was a war which divided the Union, brother fighting against brother, father against son. But the will of the majority ruled and today the United States presents a solid front with the old breach long forgotten.

It seems to me that today is a particularly fitting time for us in Poston to consider the history of the nation which is our home. Thousands have died to keep it a place where we can call our souls our own. Mistakes have been made— and rectified. Even with the restrictions war imposes, we now enjoy more freedom than people living in any other place in the world.

It is the privilege, the duty of every person living under the Stars and Stripes to do his utmost to be worthy of the sacrifices made by those who have gone before— and of the young men who are fighting on battlefields all over the world today. Almost 100 already have left Poston to uphold the ideals which they know are America's. Five hundred and fifty-three other nisei who are upholding those same ideals have relatives in the center.

They're coming home some day in the not too distant future. What can we tell them about OUR activities when they return?

Duncan Mills
DUNCAN MILLS, Project Director
Minor Disturbance in Twin Falls Causes Return of Workers

Five youthful hoodlums caused a minor disturbance in Twin Falls, Idaho, on June 22 and again on the 26, causing two seasonal workers to return to the project, according to a wire received from the Salt Lake City WRA office.

All of the assailants were arrested to be apprehended through the excellent support of the chief of police and other civic officials of Twin Falls. Four of the hoodlums who are under age are in custody of the juvenile court. The fifth, who is over 16 years of age was fined $25.

A large number of Poston youths are being employed in the area at the present.

The two youths attacked were Shig Oyama and Minoru Miyamura. The names of the boys returning to the center are Bob Matsui and George Kikuchi, both of block 3B.

CHICKEN TO BE SERVED ON 4th

Chief Steward Clifton R. Snelson reports that all three camps will be served chicken on July 4.

Although Mr. Snelson is uncertain of the actual amount of chicken to be delivered to the mess halls, he assumes there will be enough for everyone.

Osashimi is scheduled to appear on the tables at least twice during the month of July. However, this is uncertain because of the constant change in government orders.

Servicemen to be Honored Tomorrow

A gala program is being prepared by the entertainment committee

THIRD FIRE OCCURS IN BLOCK 202

The unit II Ag Dept. storehouse, the lone remaining barracks on the north side of Alk. 202, was destroyed by fire early Thursday morning.

Although there is no accurate estimate of government losses, it is positive that no personal loss was involved, stated Harley woodhouse, fire protection officer.

This is the third fire within six months to occur in Block 202. The first conflagration swept the jinxed block on Christmas Eve, when barracks 1, 2, 3, 4, and 5 were burned to the ground. The second fire occurred on June 8, destroying barracks 7.

The origin of the fire is unknown.

The Unit II Ag Dept. officials are making a survey of the loss in the last fire.

PROGRAM

1:30 P.M. AT SCHOOL AUDITORIUM

USO Dedication Service

Speakers

Entertainment

First aid demonstrations and skits by Boy and Girl Scouts

Talent Show by Nisei Dept. of U.S.A.

Swimming Meet at Pool 21.

By FC2A, Life Guards and Boys' Group Workers.

Dedication of USO

Open house at USO, former Chronicle Build.

TBA---Tee, honoring wives, mothers and sisters of Nisei soldiers, inductees and enlisted reserves at Pleasant Hall. Women among appointed personnel who have men in service will be hostesses.

BASEBALL---Boys' All-Star; Girls' All-Star, and Midget League.

DANCE---at auditorium by U.S.A. inductees free.

MOVIE---at Central Pool
BIRTHS

To MR. & MRS. MINSUHU OKAMOTO? Blk. 11-6-D, formerly of San Francisco, a girl, June 21.

To MR. & MRS. GEORGE FUDIWARA, Blk. 46-6-A, formerly of Los Angeles, a girl, June 22.

To MR. & MRS. GEORGE SADAYOSHI FUJII, Blk. 27-13-D, a boy, June 25.

To MR. & MRS. TAKUSE HAGIO, Blk. 44-10-B, a girl, June 24.

SEASONAL MEN LEAVE

Eighteen men left last Friday morning by train for summer semina in Northern Utah, it was reported.

Nine left for California Packing Co. and nine to Box Eider Packing.

STORMY WEATHER

"Stormy Weather," Lena Hore, Bill Robinson and Gab Calloway is on tap this week for the movie-goers of the center, the Movie Dept. announced.

Short subjects are also scheduled to be shown.

TWO POSTON GIRLS GET DIPLOMAS

Milwaukee, Wisconsin At ceremonies rich in tradition, two former Poston girls received their diplomas from Milwaukee-Dwyer College on June 5.

They are Miss Shizue Fukuhara, daughter of Mr. and Mrs. K. Fukuhara of 38-12-D, and Miss Rose Sekami, daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Frank T. Sekami of 42-11-A.

Miss Fukuhara, a history and economics major, received a liberal arts degree, while Miss Sekami, a major in dietetics, received a degree in science. Miss Sekami will leave for St. Paul.

STUDENT AWARDED GREGG WRITER GOLD PIN

Mary Nakasono was awarded a gold pin by Gregg Writer for her ability to take shorthand at 120 words per minute with an accuracy of 99 percent, revealed John Girdler, Poston High School principal. Miss Nakasono made only three mistakes in a five minute write at 120 words a minute in a test given by Eugene Snelson to her second year students.

Close runner-ups in the 120 words a minute write were Jennie Noda with seven errors and Eleanor Kueidhs with eight.

In the 100 words a minute write for second year students, Jennie Noda was first with only three errors.

Takako Nakasono was able to take 80 words a minute in a test for first year students with only two errors. Louise Komita followed closely with three errors and Lillian Nashiko Morita's first year class was third with four errors.

In the 60 words a minute write for first year student, Viola Uyehata placed first with only one error. Florence Ohmura of Miss Morita's class followed closely with three errors.

WOMAN DRIVER WANTED AT POOL

A woman driver is needed at the Unit I Motor Pool, Ken Amano, dispatcher announced. The applicant must be at least 21 years of age and an experienced driver. Interested person is asked to see Mr. Amano personally.

LUANANS SPONSOR SPECIAL SHOW

"Happy Go Lucky," starring Mary Martin and Dick Powell, will be shown to Unit I residents Friday and Saturday, July 7 and 8, in the school assembly hall.

Tickets for "Happy Go Lucky," a special movie, are now being sold by all members of the Luanans. Admission is 30 cents for reserved seats and 20 cents for general admission. General admission tickets may be exchanged at the Blk. Mgrs. Supervisors' office for reserved seats.

WELFARE MOVES

The Unit I Family Welfare Office, formally housed in Ad. 4, moved June 23, to the offices recently vacated by Procurement, which has gone to Ad. 4. The Family Welfare Office will be in the south wing of the Ad. Building in Rooms 19 and 22.

WANTED

Assistant X-ray technician. Must be high school graduate, preferably a science major. Contact X-ray department at the General Hospital, where she will be employed as a dietician at the Anchor Hospital.


DR. PRESSMAN RETURNS

Dr. Aaron Pressman returned Monday, June 26, from Topaz, where he has been for two and a half months. He stated that he was glad to be back.

Before returning to Poston, Dr. Pressman went home to Los Angeles for his vacation. While there he attended his son's graduation.

His wife and daughter returned to Poston with them and will stay here about two months.

BRIEFLY

EMMA

THE CLEVELAND BOYS

...from 215 showed their gratitude to the boys by sending them all the creditable for any of their own, they received before.

There were a big box of candy for the boys, which was distributed to the boys. The candy was given to all the boys who sent it. The candy was received with much joy.

Tak Endo, George Toda, Koar Takata, John Kado, and Tom Hoshimoto who are in Cleveland, and also Mike Kado, Jim Eto, and Charles Yukekane who have

THREE CHEERS

...for the 229 boys who took three softball champs this season! The Ayes, Bees, and the Junior teams all landed on top for the league games. So, in honor of the three high and mighty teams, block 229 sponsored a "Softball Hop" last Saturday evening at their Blue Room. Refreshments of a varied menu was served and the dance was opened to the public, who tripped the light fantastic to the melodic tunes of famous top bands of America. The teams are to receive their medals soon.

WE WISH...somebody would donate a cooler motor or give back that one that suddenly disappeared so that the poor Chronicle girls could work in comfort. It especially wipes us when they office across the hall where they don't do any work is so cool and comfortable.

CHRONICLE GIRLS

...let's all take part in the coming swimming meet on Fourth of July. Drag out your bathing suits and join the fun. There'll be plenty of swell prizes for any of you who win. So take a chance and try.

FOURTH OF JULY PROGRAM SET FOR RESIDENTS OF UNIT TWO

The Fourth of July Frolic, being sponsored by Community Activities, will officially start at 2:00 p.m. on July 4 with an opening address to be given by Project Administrator, Karl Uyeno.

NEW RELOCATION INTERVIEWER

Miss Lauram Isaksen, a native of Minnesota, is the new Relocation interviewer here. Previous to her arrival in Boston, she has been doing various jobs under the Navy Department in Washington D.C.

After graduating from the Mankato Teachers' College and the Mankato Business College in Mankato, Minn., she received her Degree in Economics and Social Science from the South Dakota State College in Brookings, S.D.

Prior to her work in the Navy Dept., she has worked in the Extension Service as a Home Demonstration Agent, and in War Security as Home Management Supervisor, both of which branches are under the Department of Agriculture.

In addition to her work as a Relocation interviewer, Miss Isaksen stated that she is willing to help anyone who needs aid or advice concerning relocation.

MELONS TO BE HARVESTED SOON

Harvesting of tomatoes and probably cantaloupes will be started this week, but due to the unusually cool weather, this year's melon crop is a little late. It was announced by Harry Iwashige, office manager. He further stated that measures are being taken to prevent the damage of the crop by insects, rodents, and other menaces.

MOVIES

...next Wednesday will be "Stormy Weather" starring Lena Horne.
REV. M. KUBOSE TO SPEAK

The well-known Nisei Buddhist pastor, Rev. M. Kubose from Heart Mountain, Wyo. will be the special speaker at the Y.P. service Sunday morning, July 2.

Everyone is cordially welcome to hear this interesting Nisei minster.

Rev. Kubose is visiting the center to contact evacuees who have property stored at L.A. Betsuin prior to his trip back to L.A.

TRADING POST TO OPEN

A trading post similar to the one in Unit I will be sponsored here once a month by the local Council. Any articles, old or new, that the residents would like to sell will be displayed.

Nassou Otani has been appointed chairman. Location and date will be announced later.

EXECUTIVE BOARD APPOINTED

George Horibe, chairman of recently formed Unit III Executive Board appointed the following members for its board:

Katsusshi Kurokawa, 306, Roku 1; Mitsuo Fujisawa, 317, Roku 1; Kajun Akaawa, 330, Roku 11.

COUNCIL OKAYS COOLER PURCHASE

Since "gokaihado" and "o-ha" are among the few recreations open to evacuees, the Community Council has approved purchase of a cooler to be used in 318 recreation room. Action was taken at the Wednesday weekly meeting.

The cooler, however, will become the property of Community Council.

BALL TEAM VISITS GILA

Gila fans will be treated to a good baseball game when Unit III ball-players will meet their team on Fourth of July.

Among those who left from Unit III during this week were Administrators Asumo, Hay Manaha, Jay Mishida, Naka Otani, Harry Saka moto, Frank Tanaka and others.

SPECIAL MOVIE SLATED FOR JULY 4th

"China," a thrilling drama taking place in the Orient starring Alan Ladd, Loretta Young and William Bendix will be shown as a special Fourth of July show Tuesday at Poston Square Garden.

Short subjects, "Champion Makers" and "Mickey Flashbacks" will also be shown.

COUNCIL HONORS DEPARTING

Unit III Community Council threw a farewell tea at 318 dining hall Monday evening for one of its valuable members, Henry Nekaji of 323.

Mr. Nekaji has served as councilmen of 323 for some time and was a member of various commissions, including Judicial, manpower and trustees. He also represented Unit III in the City Council.

His departure for Chicago last Tuesday has been a great loss to the Council as well as to Relocation Office where he was employed.

***********

George Horibe has been appointed to succeed Henry Nekaji as trustee of the Unit III Community Council Trust Fund.

306 DEFEATS 318, 0-4

Meeting for the second time in "A" league game, the leading 318 nine met their second defeat of the season when they bowed for the first time to 306 boys at an exciting game Tuesday evening at 318 grounds.

306 went in to a early lead making four runs with 318 scoreless, 318's desperate attempt to catch up was not realized and they found themselves two points behind at the end of the game.

L. Kodama of 306 hit a lone homer in the game.

Churuh and YoBoAQ that day, however doesn't affect their lead in "A" League.

JR. SOFTBALL SCHEDULE

Saturday, July 1
316 vs. 317
Monday, July 3
306 vs. 322

OBON ODORI SLATED

Once again, the glee Obon Festival is being planned for the first part of August by the local Buddhist Church and "Obor.

Service and traditional bon odori will be on the slate. Odori practice will commence sometime in middle of this month.

Everyone, young and old, boy or girl, is especially invited to participate in this affair.

FOR SALE: One fan type cooler, one 2500 CFM blower type cooler, 40 ft. new galvanized pipe, one portable radio. Contact I. Iben, 318-11-A. Want to sell all by July 5th.
EDITORIAL:

THE VOICE OF A NISEI

Much has been written in recent weeks about the Nisei soldiers. Their bravery in action, the awards given them, their excellent behavior in every way has won admiring comment. We add our plaudits.

However we ran across a V-Mail letter received this week by a Poston Nisei from a former Poston boy now serving in Italy. His letter brings home very forcibly what many of our Nisei soldiers must be thinking when they read the news—From home.

It speaks for itself. Read it and think for yourself.

Someday In Italy
May 31, 1944

Dear Mr——:

Well, you can make me out an applicant for the Liars Club, but I didn’t get seasick coming over.

About the pre-induction exams for the fellows in camp, the guys ought to get shot for refusing to show up. I wonder what makes the guys feel like that. Evacuation, limited choice of service in the army? If it’s the evacuation and what they lost, they ought to think about the poor people out here and other countries that lost everything. They’re getting three squares a day, decent housing, decent showers, and all the time to loaf.

Another thing that burns me up is that in the Pacific Citizen I was reading about some people sending petitions to the President crying about their rights and limited choice in the service. I guess this letter doesn’t seem like myself, but that’s how I feel. Will write a more pleasant letter next time.

Sincerely,

P. B. B.

NUMBER REGISTERED FOR UNIT I VACATION SCHOOL TOLD

Around 200 were registered Saturday, June 24, for Buddhist Vacation School to be held July 5-28, in Unit I, according to Rev. G. Nagafumi, of the Buddhist Church. Around 300 were registered Saturday, June 24, for Christian Vacation School, to be held July 5-28, in Camp I, according to the Christian Church Office.

Vacation School is for children 6-15 years.

21 REFUSE INDUCTION

Approximately 27 percent of the inductees refused to be inducted last Wednesday at Phoenix, reports James D. Crawford, selective service representative. Of the 21 who refused to be inducted, 16 did not appear at all, while five refused at Phoenix.

Those who did not appear at all are: Kiyoshi Minato, 5-14-A; Shingo Yoshida, 12-7-B; Sadac Hora, 16-14-D; Kenneth Kuroye, 23-3-A; Hironoshi Mori, 27-9-A; Jimmy Toshizaka Nakamura, 26-11-D; Kiyoshi Miyamura, 35-5-D; Tosie Toshimi Iwaki, 30-9-A; Michael Masakiyo Kishi, 30-12-A; Teruo Fujisawa, 39-7-A; Gengo Takei, 50-3-A; Kingo Takumi, 35-2-A; Fumio Ushimura, 39-2-A; Paul Seiichi Murata, 45-2-G; Masanobu Yawasaki, 243-9-D; and Larry Yoshio Kaye, 338-13-C.

These refusing at Phoenix are: George S. Nisio, 307-12-A; Noboru Takasaki, 312-8-D; Kazumi Nakamura, 323-14-D; Tom Masukawa 306-C; and Tom Sakata, 317-5-B.

ISSEI PROGRAM FOR FOURTH

The Entertainment Dept. of the Unit I C. A. issued the following program which will be given for the Issei at the auditorium Tuesday afternoon: Reiseiko Omori, vocal solo; Masato Hirai; Shizuhachi; Minasa; Teruko and Sachiko Maeda; shin-buoyo; Miss Mrs. X, chikusei-biwa; Mr. X, shin-buoyo and Miss Teruko Maeda, tap dance.

PROGRAM FOR CAMP III

U.S.O. open house, 9 p.m. dedication program at P. S. C., 9:30 p.m. three softball games and a special movie. Dr. John W. Powell will speak.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>列 1</th>
<th>列 2</th>
<th>列 3</th>
<th>列 4</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>数据 1</td>
<td>数据 2</td>
<td>数据 3</td>
<td>数据 4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>数据 5</td>
<td>数据 6</td>
<td>数据 7</td>
<td>数据 8</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
LOCAL MANPOWER COMMISSION REACHES FOUR DECISIONS

Fourth Group for Active Duty Called

Eight boys of the Enlisted Reserve list received orders to report for active duty, effective this Saturday.

This fourth group of boys to leave the center for active duty is expected to leave Saturday for Fort Douglas to be processed and sent to Army camps for their basic training.

A big send-off, the first of its kind here for selectees, is planned for the boys on the day of the departure. Speakers and martial music is scheduled and their last project meal will be served at the personal mess if they leave in the morning.

The boys called are: Pats; Henry Teshiro, 325-15-A; Tekeani Joe Miyohara, 227-8-9-A; George Kojima, 830-10-B; Minoru Hattada, 383-6-B; Frank Haruo Haruyama, 316-9-D; Isamu Kinjo, 59-6-A; Mitsugi Nomoto, 15-9-S and Ken Ishikawa, 38-2-5.

COOK FOUND AFTER THREE DAYS

After being lost for a period of three days in the blistering degrees, George Kawano, 65-year-old cook at the personal mess, was found Saturday morning wandering back toward camp southeast of unit 111 hungry but unharmed.

Mr. Kawano left Wednesday morning to go fishing with a group of friends south of Camp III and was last seen Thursday afternoon.

Deferment of Essential Workers Asked

Four decisions of which three were suggested by Camp III, were reached by the Manpower Commission at its last meeting. These will be transmitted to the project director, Dr. John Powell, chairman of the Manpower Commission, disclosed.

The three from Camp III were:

First: That the project administration in partnership with the residents be given more freedom in work.

Second: That men between the ages of 30-35 who can not relocate but who are essential project workers be changed to permit increased pay where extra work is needed or given.

The fourth recommendation was:

The landscape crew should be subject to draft for agriculture work on the same basis as block gardeners. Their first request will be to help harvest the potatoes.

Questions of work clothing and assignment of project equipment were prescribed, and referred to the appropriate departments.

The chairman and vice chairman of the Board of Trustees of the Manpower Commission to discuss enterprise employment in relation to manpower problems of the project.

RALPH GELVIN VISITS CENTER

Ralph Gelvin, former associate project director, visited the project July 4 and 5.

Mr. Gelvin is now superintendent of the Gerson Indian Agency near Gerson City, Nev.
BORIS
TO MR. & MRS. JOHN
HAYASHI, Blk. 208-13-A,
a boy, June 27.
TO MR. & MRS. SHIN-
GORO TSUDA, Blk. 54-3-D,
a boy, June 30.
TO MISS MURNA 
MRS. SOBUYU
KUSU KINOSHITA, Blk. 382-13-F, a girl, June 27.
TO MR. & MRS. TERRI
UYEDA, Blk. 326-1-9, a
girl, June 27.

LUANANS GIVE
SPECIAL SHOW
"Happy Go Lucky,"
starting Mary Martin,
Dick Powell, Betty
Hutton, and Eddie
Bracken will be shown
Friday and Saturday
evenings in the school
as emably, hall at 9
o'clock to the resi-
dents of Poston.

General admission
 Cassidy tickets for the movie
are now being sold by
all members of the
Luanans at 20 cents
each and reserved tick-
etes are sold by Tomi
Nagata at the block
managers' supervisor's
office for 50 cents
each.

DR. PRESSMAN
TO BE HONORED
A banquet welcoming
Dr. A. Pressman who
returned recently from
Topeka, Kansas, will be
given at Mesa hall 32,
tomorrow night by the
Public Health Division,
it was announced.

Certificates will be
awarded at the dinner
to the nurses' aides.
Miss Augusta N. Kir-
schner, assistant to
the chief nurse, who
is leaving for Topeka,
will also be honored.

FOR SALE: Two pairs of
used bicycle tires
28x1 1/2. Excellent
condition and reason-
ably priced. Call at
15-6-2 in the after-
noon.

FOUND: Sterling ank-
et initialled "R.H." at
Ad. Bldg. entrance.
Claim at Chronicle Jap-
ese section.
Briefly
by "EMMA"

NERO...the fire bug seems to have gotten quite popular with the residents after the big fire in 202 last Thursday morning. Now that one half side of that block is destroyed, Nero might creep up on the other side...let's hope he doesn't though, because we've had enough scares. Pity those that live in 202 or 203.

If you...hear or have heard any rumors about a soldier being killed by civilians around Parli or Danger Calif., don't you believe it. That rumor was designed to create ill feeling and without any basis of fact whatever. The authorities around there in California have not heard or have any knowledge of the slaying, and harmful rumors such as this should be stopped.

They're all back from work in Idaho. Yes, sire; Kinke, Oger, Pete, Kawa, Rio, Choppy, Jim, and that gang who make the block a lively one. We certainly missed them during the short time they were away. Even though this is Boston, feels good to be back again, doesn't it, boys?

BARBELLING...seems to be the fad with the boys. Every morning before, going to the 80 acre ranch, they can be seen huffing and puffing away either with the weights or on the near-by bars. Golly, don't they get enough exercise working on the ranch?

We apologize...to the workers across the hall for that crack about their not working. It was meant as a joke and not to be taken personally.

EISORO YAMAMOTO ELECTED NEW PRESIDENT OF UNIT II U.S.O.

A meeting for the organization of the U.S.O. which is now well underway was called to order by John Kubota, Temporary chairman, Sunday, July 2, at the 213 Dining Hall. Eisoro Yamamoto was elected as president of this organization. Assisting him are Yasohchi Kanagawa, Vice-pres-ident, Toraio Ouchi, treasurer, and Mrs. Sumio Nishi, appointed secretary.

Kenneth Mayeda, of the Community Activities explained the set-up for the U.S.O. The headquarters of this new organization is located in block 216-7-A and B, the corner location of the Naturopathic Clinic.

SUMMER READING CONTEST RULES.

Once again the Novel Hut Public Library will sponsor a reading contest. The Summer Reading Contest is mainly to encourage more reading, to widen their knowledge, to introduce new authors and especially to enlarge their reading selection. Mainly persons already out of school are urged to enter this contest.

Contest Rules:

1. Any person of high school age may participate.
2. Sign up at the Main desk.
3. There will be no limit to the number of books read.
4. Fiction, non-fiction, biographies, auto-biographies.
5. For further full particulars ask any Novel Hut librarian.

The judges of this contest will be the Novel Hut librarians. The winners will be selected according to:

1. Number of books read.
2. Number of different authors.
3. Selection of books.

PRIZES:

1st--One or two years subscription to your favorite magazine.
2nd--One year subscription to your favorite magazine.
3rd--half year or one year subscription to your favorite magazine.

OISHI NEW BARBER SHOP MANAGER

Yojiro Oishi was named new block manager of 207 replacing Mitsuko who left for outside employment recently.

TURN IN MORE RESEARCHES.

The residents of Boston are asked to turn in their can tea receipts dated from April 1st to June 30th by July 12, 1944 to the block manager's office in order to post purchased amount on their account during that period; it was announced by the Patronage Division Department.

TO AND FROM

Leaving on seasonal last Friday to Brigham City, Utah, were Goro Kudo, George Kudo, Ken Matsuo, Seisaku Nymura, and Tarochi Tomihoro. Tom Yamamoto, visitor, left Monday morning for Gila.

NEW BARBER HOURS REVEALED

It was disclosed by the 826 Barber Shop today that the new hours from Monday through Saturday will be 7:30 to 11:30 A.M.

WANTED: Pickup. Any model. Will pay cash. See Mike Numal of 216-11-D.
HIMAKA WINS BATTING TITLE

The final "AA" batting averages were released with "House" Himaka topping the list. The results are as follows:

Name: Himaka AVG: .458
H: 118, 2 B, 1 HR, 10 SB
F: 76, 1 B, 0 HR, 0 SB
T: 96, 1 B, 1 HR, 0 SB
I: 14, 0 B, 0 HR, 0 SB
J: 29, 1 B, 0 HR, 0 SB
C: 6, 0 B, 0 HR, 0 SB
C: 3, 0 B, 0 HR, 0 SB
K: 18, 0 B, 0 HR, 0 SB

CAMPI 4 BEATS ROKU II STARS

The mighty Camp 4 nine handed the Roku All-Stars a 14-5 wallop.

Camp 4 netted 12 hits, including home runs by T. Tachikawa and K. Kobayashi in the first, fourth inning, and sixth to win the game. Pitching duty was deftly handled by M. Aso, who chucked a solid game.

Roku II scored one in the fifth and in a momentum surge in the seventh, netting four runs to take their score five runs.

Joe Miyoshi took the coaching duties for Camp 4. Replacing Coach Yubuta who left on seasonal work.

MOVIE TONITE

Featured in tonight's regular movie will be "Stormy Weather" starring Lena Home, Bill Robinson and Cub Culloway at P. S. 35.

Special Movie Set July 11.

Unit 3 Entertainment Department will once again present to the residents of this unit an adventure filled drama "Dunes of Dix", with Curry Cofy, Victor Legari, Douglas Fairbanks, Jr., Joan Fontaine on July 11 at P. S. C. stage from 8:15 p.m.

This stirring RKO film portrays three fighting swashbuckling heroes some of the British Battalions in the Hilla of Indiap two hours of rolling thunder in a country where a man fights on water---or dies. Also selected short subjects "Hunder Dogs" and "Lady, Candy Coasts, Fishing" will be shown.

LUANANS WIN IN PRACTICE TILT

Getting their lead early in the game, but almost losing it, the "Luanans" of Camp I defeated the Buccaneers in a close 15-12 practice game last Friday on the 330 diamond.

The batteries for the Luanans were K. Nakamoto pitching and L. Kobayashi catching.

Extraordinary performance of K. Kikuchi and H. Hashiguchi pitching with K. Akiyama the plate.

In another league game played last Sunday, the Buccaneers were defeated by 5-0, by a 9 to 4 score.

SENTARO KATO PASSES AWAY

June 28 at 10:15 a.m. sounded taps for Sentaro Kato of Block 323 formerly of Block 42 at Unit I Hospital.

His native home was Shimukawa-ken and he hasn't any know relatives in America.

Last rites were held July 5, at Unit I Mortuary.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>電気</th>
<th>月刊シーケンス</th>
<th>4月号</th>
<th>電気</th>
<th>月刊シーケンス</th>
<th>4月号</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>123</td>
<td>45</td>
<td>67</td>
<td>89</td>
<td>01</td>
<td>23</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
RELOCATION PROCEEDING AT STEADY PACE, SAYS MYER

W. F. A. to Release Men on Seasonal Jobs For Army Induction

Field Officers have been reporting some difficulty with the evacuees who have been out on seasonal leave on the basis that they have been ordered to report for their induction.

The WPA and Field Relocation Officers will arrange the termination of seasonal labor contracts on the presentation of induction notice by evacuee or telegraphic notification from the project director, according to a wire addressed to Duncan Mills, project director, from J. S. Myer.

SCHMITT TO LEAVE FOR IMPERIAL

R. W. Schmitt, evacuee property officer, is expected to leave the project for Imperial Valley on an official business trip this Monday.

He expects to be there about one week. Any emergency problems pertaining to Imperial Valley will be handled by Takeo Komita during his absence.

Field Officers and Organized Groups Aid Evacuees to Resettle Outside

WASHINGTON, D. C. — Restoration of evacuees to normal living outside relocation centers is now on a well-established basis and moving forward at a steady pace, Maj. Gen. Charles M. Homestead, Western Defense Commander, said this week.

"Since its modest beginning approximately two years ago the program of evacuee resettlement has developed to its present stage where a network of 38 WPA field offices and many organized groups and individuals are actively helping evacuees to relocate and become satisfactorily adjusted," he stated.

"No longer need an evacuee resident of a center wonder how he will be accepted and how he will make his living an outside city or town."

"The experimental stage or relocation is over. The policy, regulations and procedures are well established to enable evacuees to leave relocation centers and resettle in communities or their choice where they can lead normal lives in every sense of the word."

SNEALSON ON LEAVE

For the first time since May, 1942, when he began work at the Salinas Assembly Center, Chief Steward Clifton J. Snelson is on leave from project duties.

He is now in Los Angeles with his wife and two children, and will return to the center on or around July 7.

Mrs. Snelson will not return, however, until fall, when she will resume her position as a Unit 1 High School teacher.
JULY FOURTH PROGRAM
HONORS SERVICEMEN

To honor soldiers and to celebrate the Fourth of July, a program was given by the Community Activity Section in the School Auditorium, July 4, during which the keys to the Adobe Room were handed by Pauline Arato Brown, Reports Officer, on behalf of the Chronicle, State of Arizona, USO Chairman, who accepted the keys in behalf of the servicemen and expressed his hopes that the USO here would be the best in Arizona.

Boy Scouts presented the colors, and Emmy Yoshikawa, master of ceremonies, then spoke in both Japanese and English to the assembly. Mrs. Brown was introduced and spoke. She brought the good wishes of Duncan Mills, Project Director, with new Mrs. Brown presented the keys to the Chronicle building to Eley Kasimoto, after which Dr. James battled Inouye presented Mrs. Brown with a speech, service flags were presented to the blocks of Poston 1, Rainbow Village, and Block 34. These flags were made by the Sewing Department here.

Part of the proceeds for Poston I of the paper sale were given to the Scouts of Unit 1 for their work to the Girl and 350 to the Boy Scouts.

The show was very well accepted.

Following the program, a show was given in the Personnal Hall honoring wives, mothers, and sisters of Nisei soldiers, inductees, and enlisted reserve. Women among appointed personnel, who have means in service were hostesses.

FOUND: Purse in blk. 22 men's latrine, containing money. Please contact blk. 22 manager.

NAME CONTEST ON FOR YBA PUBLICATION

A naming contest for the revised YBA monthly bulletin is now being held by the Unit I YBA members. This paper will contain news of the organization's activities, news of present and former members and friends and will serve as a calendar for future events.

Editor Yoko Isobe and Ruth Kodama, assistant editors, are chairman of the contest. A certificate and prize will be given to the winner.

Rules:
1. Open to all Unit I residents, except the following and their family members: Bulletin staff, YBA office staff, and former YBA cabinet members.
2. Names and addresses must accompany all entries which must be submitted to the YBA office at Rainbow before midnight July 16.
3. Bulletin staff and YBA cabinet members will be the judges. Decision of the judges will be final.
4. Decisions will be made on the basis of the quality of the name for this publication.
5. Not more than three names will be accepted from any one person.

RATION FREE SHOE SALE

Poston Co-op announced that 300 pairs of old lot shoes will be sold in the stores of the three camps from July 10 to 29, according to recent OPA release.

This odd lot includes men's, boys, and ladies shoes.

BIRDS

To Mr. & Mrs. Tadao Ray Hara, Bk. 309-4-B, formerly of Dinuba, a girl, June 30.

To Mr. & Mrs. Tatsuo Tanasachi, Bk. 39-12-0, formerly of Brawley, a girl, July 1.

MOVIES

"JUBILEE OF THE YUKON": a 7-reel special movie starring Irene Rich and Charles Bickford will be shown at Pool 21 tonight by the Entertainment Dept. of the Co-op. Short subjects will also be featured.

The weekly movie for the center is scheduled to be "Let's Face It", featuring Bob Hope and Betty Hutton. Comics are on tap.

CARD OF THANKS

I wish to take this means of expressing my sincerest thanks to my friends, neighbors, and to all who took part in searching for me during the three days I became lost from my party.

George Fawaz, Bk. 39-1-0.

45 TEACHERS ON LEAVE

There are 45 teachers on leave at the present time who are encouraged to take their leaves during the month of July while the churches are having student conferences.

These having spoken two years in Poston are encouraged to take their extra leave this summer for a change of environment, to refresh themselves and to get a better conception of conditions of the outside.

For Sale: Adding machine, inquire at 325-40.

OBITUARY

Baby Tanasachi, daughter of Mr. & Mrs. Tatsuo Tanasachi, Bk. 39-12-0, former of Brawley, July 1.
Briefly  

BY "EMMA"

AFTER THE FIFTH fire in 202 years, Neko has gained quite a reputation. The source of the flames still remains a mystery. With the firemen on the alert, the fire was soon spotted and extinguished before any damage was done. Publicity is what Neko seems to be looking for, and he's getting plenty of it, all right, without credit.

"GUNIA DIN"

...starring Cary Grant, Victor McLaglen, and Sabu will be shown as a special movie next Monday night at the Cottonwood Bowl.

Regular movie on Wednesday will be "Let's Face It," co-starring Betty Hutton and Bob Hope.

THIS YEAR'S watermelon crop will be distributed directly to the kitchens instead of being delivered to the warehouse first. In this way, the melons will be fresher and because of less handling, there will be less loss through bruising or otherwise. Quite a bit of our watermelon crop was lost through spoilage caused by too much handling.

ALL MOTHERS... who are in need of baby food, may obtain it at the Public Health and Sanitation Department.

ORNISH TO... the poultry farm for the chickens we ate on the 4th of July. Six hundred forty-two chickens were delivered to the kitchens that day, and we're sure everyone enjoyed it.

THE ALL-QUIEL... Chronicle staff wishes Takeshi Kyohara of 227 and George Kojima of 226 the best of luck. The two boys were called for active duty and are leaving camp today.

BUDDHIST CHURCH TO PUBLISH SPECIAL EDITION OF BULLETIN

In commemorating the second anniversary of the Poston II Buddhist Church, a special edition of the YBA Bulletin will be published. It is to appear on July 18, and will consist of approximately 20 pages, including the Japanese section.

Special articles from Min Hamada, Fred Nitta, Yoshio Shibata, and Chikera Iwamoto, who are organizers of the church, will be printed as well as contributions from those in Poston.

English literary contributions should be submitted to the church office not later than July 10. Poems will be accepted as well as articles. Stories should have a maximum of 200 words and the subject may be a general one, such as camp life, war, etc. Articles in Japanese will not be accepted as the Japanese section is already taken care of.

Nakamura Fukuda, who is in charge of this edition, stressed the point that informality is the keynote and policy of this project from the beginning. He added that since he would like a name for this special issue and Future Issues, suggestions for a permanent name should be sent in by July 12. Judges for the name will be the office staff.

Under Mr. Fukuda will be the competent staff of Amy Mashima, Sachiko Endo, and Coush Naka. Advisors are Reverends Yasuo Iwamaru and Bunsu Fujiyama. Reverend Fujimura will be in charge of the Japanese section. All YBA members may come out to assist in the publishing.

Bussei relocators are asked to send their respective addresses to the Buddhist Church office in order that they may receive this special edition and all future YBA Bulletins.

WOMEN PREFERRED FOR DOMESTIC INSTEAD OF MEN

At its recent meeting, the Unit Local Council heard the report of Kingo Okawara, vice-chairman, that the "city Council is to investigate the matter of the persons working in the Caucasus homes." He stated that there should be more women domestics instead of men because of the shortage of men here in camp. The plan is to place women in jobs that can be performed by them and to transfer men to more strenuous and essential jobs.
INDEPENDENCE DAY FETE CONCLUDED
U.S.O. OPENED

FLAG RAISING
rites held

The students of Parker Valley High School gathered at the school grounds at 8:30 a.m. for an impressive flag raising ceremony.

With Miss Larke Shapino and Miss Shoshie Shapino singing the national anthem, the Flag was hoisted and the students proceeded to the main lawn for the opening exercises. Following the exercises, the students were sent to the U.S.O. for refreshments.

DEDICATION PROGRAM
With Mrs. M. Honda, the committee chairman, Miss Honda spoke as follows:

"In honor of mothers and wives of men serving in the Army, the U.S.O. will be dedicated to the mothers and wives of our men."

Following the dedication, the students proceeded to the U.S.O. for refreshments.

Fourth of July Sports Event

In 1944, with the cooperation of the Band, the U.S.O. held a Fourth of July sports event. The event included a football game between the U.S.O. and the local community. The game was won by the U.S.O. The students and faculty members of Parker Valley High School and the men from the U.S.O. were all present to support the event.

Appreciation Notice

For the help of all those who contributed to the success of the event, the U.S.O. wishes to express its gratitude. Thank you for your support.

Betrothal Announcement

Engagement of Takiko Nakamura, eldest daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Nakamura, and Hisa Matsuda, second son of Mr. and Mrs. Matsuda, was announced at a party held June 28 at the Matsuda home.

Community Activities

The community activities continued throughout the month of July. The U.S.O. and the community held a variety of events, including a baseball game and a dance. The community came together to support each other during this difficult time.

October 30

October 30 was a special day for the community. The U.S.O. and the community held a special event to honor the men and women who had served in the military. The event included a parade and a ceremony to honor the service of those who had been deployed.

On the 31st, the community held a special event to honor the men and women who had served in the military. The event included a parade and a ceremony to honor the service of those who had been deployed.
ALL-STARS, KASEI COLBIES SUNDAY

Kaseis hold one game edge; another close game expected.

In the second game of a best two out of three series, the mighty All-Stars seek revenge for the 6-4 setback when they meet the invincible Kasei's again this Sunday on Field 2.

In an effort to stem the heavy artillery of the kasei's, the blackbirds ace right hander Teru Morinishi will undoubtedly be manager Johnny Ohta's nominee for the hill with Los Eddow and others, met defeat when the Kaseis proved too much for them, and set the All-Stars on the short end of 6-4 score before the largest crowd this season.

Getting a start in the opening inning with hits by Sakamoto, Okuma, and Sato, the Kaseis scored 3 runs and from there held the lead through the entire game.

The next five innings was a see-saw affair as both sides got hits now and then, but failed to score. In the seventh the All-Stars got rolling as Sakamoto got on by a single, scoring on Murata's safety and again Furuta singled to send Murata across the plate.

In the top half of the eighth the Kasei's came right back to chalk up 2 more runs on Okuma and Sato's double, backed by Tachibana's singles.

The All-Stars tried desperately, scoring Nishizawa and Murata in the 8th and 9th respectively, but at the closing the Kasei's went through another tally when Okida's throw to first went wild.

Morinishi and Ikenaga allowed for the All-Stars against Kasei ace pitcher, K. Yamaguchi, who allowed 8 runs to the All-Stars.

KASEIS WHIP ALLSTARS 6-4

YAMAGUCHI HURLS 8 HIT BALL

EARLY SUPPORT COST ALLSTARS GAME

The All-Stars, consisting of such great players as Kurata, Furuta, Morinishi, Ikenaga, Eddow and others, met defeat when the Kaseis proved too much for them, and set the All-Stars on the short end of 6-4 score before the largest crowd this season.

When the Kaseis's errors with bases covered batted with the curated spelled the difference between unpredictable Blackbirds, both teams, victory and defeat, face the lamps top chucker, for Morinishi Yamaguchi, yet to taste defeat this season.

Yamaguchi of the Kasei's and who turned in his third blank of the five hitter affair, season by outpitting to the seventh it Morinishi and this was a hurriers duel, Blackbirds for a 3-0 Tsumura double was mis-hit last Thurs. will judged by the center fielder for a homer putting the Kaseis out in front 1-0. The Kaseis got another lucky break in the closing inning, as Tajii fumbled Okuma's floater over the late Akeharu Double 4-scored on Sato's single to the tune of runs for the last 15-1, to cop their third straight league game.

SUNDAY'S PROBABLE LINE UP

AND BATTING ORDER

Kaseis

Yamaguchi, p
Orida, 1b
Sakamoto, 3b
Okuma, 1b
Ura, c
Sato, s.s.
Yamaguchi, 3b
Tanihata, rf
Tsumura, 1b.
Morinishi, p.

All-Stars

Murata, o.f.
Sugimoto, r.f.
Furuta, 2b
Edow, 3b
Nishizawa, r.f.
Kodani, 1b
Sakamoto, 3b
Takamatsu, rf
Tsumura, 1b.
Morinishi, p.


Mil. 34, Phone 124.
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<td>---------------</td>
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<td>過去の事例</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>新たの事例</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
| 詳細 | 外務省の調査によると、政府倉庫に移管される立退人の荷物の状態は、過去の事例よりも改善されている。

| 過去の事例 | 東京の立退人の荷物が政府倉庫に移管される。 |
| 新たの事例 | 東京の立退人の荷物が政府倉庫に移管される。 |
| 詳細 | 外務省の調査によると、政府倉庫に移管される立退人の荷物の状態は、過去の事例よりも改善されている。

**スキーイン** | 立退人の荷物は政府倉庫に移管される。

近況：専門家は、立退人の荷物が政府倉庫に移管されることが望ましいと述べている。
不忠誠日系米人の市民権取消に
口大統領署名す

○

再移住政策に乗つ

○

鶴湖にたる

殺害事件

三日発の第一報電又は、被護者を元クランメン
殺害被害予想に増し、発表発言し

○

証拠調査

○

訂正

○

※

※
SHORT-TERMS MAY NOT BE CHANGED TO TRIAL LEAVES

Roosevelt Signs Bill to Withdraw Disloyal Nisei Citizenship

President Roosevelt signed legislation to withdraw the citizenship of Japanese born in this country whose loyalty to the enemy marks them as Japanese nationals, July 3, the Associated Press reported.

Mr. Francis Middle, attorney general, said the law was needed to deal with the problem of 300 to 1,000 Japanese at the Tule Lake relocation center who, he said, assert their desire to renounce their United States citizenship and to be recognized as Japanese nationals.

By making it possible for this group to abandon American citizenship, Middle told Congress, "they should thereupon be dealt with as alien enemies under the applicable statutes."

NO REPAIRS PERMITTED ON PRIVATE CARS

Effective immediately, no work will be done on any privately owned automobile equipment in any of the garages on the project, according to a memorandum issued by Project Director Duncan Mills.

Any privately owned cars or trucks found in any of the garages will be picked up by the Internal Security officer and impounded, the memo stated.

W.R.A. Leave Regulations Revised

Seasonal and short-term leave may not be converted to trial period leave according to revisions of the WRA leave regulations received by Project Director Duncan Mills.

"It is expected that residents of the relocation centers will make increasing use of trial period leave rather than short-term leave," the Washington office of the W.R.A. pointed out, since it gives the evacuees a four to six months' period to make a permanent adjustment in a new community, and permits them to return to the center if such an attempt is unsuccessful.

"Trial period indefinite leave, however, may be issued only at the center, and evacuees out on seasonal and short-term leave will not be granted permission to transfer to trial period indefinite leave."

Additional revisions of leave regulations at this time provide that: (1) each person 18 years of age or over, plus those who became 17 before May 17, 1944, must execute a separate trial period agreement in applying for trial period indefinite leave; (2) an evacuee who is converting to indefinite leave from short- term seasonal or trial period indefinite leave, who is otherwise eligible for a grant, and who has paid his own travel expense to the community in which he is resettled, may be reimbursed for his actual travel expense to the nearest federal tax collection center on his ticket; and (3) travel of evacuees on indefinite leave may now be authorized to points of relocation outside the continental limits of the United States.

BIG SEND-OFF GIVEN BOYS

A big send-off, the first of its kind here, was given to six local men, who left the project for active duty last Saturday night.

Project director Duncan Mills delivered a message following the raising of colors by the Boy Scouts and singing of the "Star Spangled Banner" by the audience.

Missaki Nomoto of Bk. 15 did not leave Saturday night with the group as his papers did not arrive. He will leave as soon as his transportation arrives.

The order of the eighth member, Frank H. Haragawa of Bk. 15, was revoked.

14 EVASIJERS PICKED UP

Fourteen Nisei, who refused induction on June 26, were taken from the project last Friday by FBI agents to Phoenix where they appeared before the U.S. Commissioner.

The majority of the evaders returned to the project after posting bond.
In a pitchers duel, Kasei's star hurler, K. Yamaguchi, shut out the All-Stars to cop the second and final game 5-0.

Both sides failed to score in the opening inning.

Next inning started with Nishimura's single and Kodani's walk. Then an odd thing happened, Des B-2 in place of Saruta getting a single to score a run, but was called out for miss batting and the runners returned to their respective bases.

Kasei's got their first hit in the 4th inning when Tanita and Okama both singled, putting them ahead. Then again in the third, Yamaguchi and Sato crossed the plate, when pitcher Morinami after fielding a ground ball, misfired the throw followed by Yamaguchi's single.

The All-Stars placed three on base in the fifth when Sasaki doubled and Oda got on an error, followed by Morinami's walk. The next three batters, Hara, Sugimoto and Furuta, all hit the ball, but the three runners that were on base, were all forced out at home to end that inning scoreless.

In the last of the ninth, Ikenaga, Nomura and ad Morinami, who had hurled a five hitter up to then, to hold the Kasei's to two more blows.

Kasei's put the game away, when Sato scored in the seventh and Yamamoto hit another in the eighth.

Los Pepe's Seek Games

The Los Pepe's hardball team would like to schedule games with any team in camp. Contact any member at the Los Pepe's head.

** * * * * **
WE HEAR

... Pvt. Takeshi Joe Miyahara, formerly of Los Angeles and a resident of block 227 after coming to Poston, who left recently for basic training "in the U.S. Army. Takeshi, a very popular boy with looks, voice, athletic ability and a scholastic mind was a graduate of '43. We again extend our best wishes and may, "God Bless Him."

EXCERPTS FROM

an article from a little boy talking about his brother at Camp Blanding, Fla. "I bet there's lots of beautiful women out there. I hope I was in Florida, co-la-la!" It just will be wonderful, won't it be? Gee whiz, only I'm not there", smart boy, yes?"

CELEBRATING

...their second year in camp and also the Fourth of July, the residents of 215 and 216 made merry at their block parties held last Thursday and Saturday evenings. Various talents from the block entertained the residents, and kept the party lively throughout the evening to the certain secretary of a certain department, the Chronicle stuff wishes her more power in her ability to increase her typing speed with two fingers. She was using one finger until recently, but got promoted to the two finger class. We hope in three or four weeks she will be able to type with three fingers.

SHOWS

...will be sold at the movie tomorrow night by the Girl Scouts, it was disclosed by Ken Mayeda of the Community Activities.

NAMEs OF 4TH OF JULY SIMMING CONTEST WINNERS ANNOUNCED

Despite the heat and the dust, a large crowd gathered by the Unit II swimming pool to cheer their favorites on to victory in the swimming meet held on the Fourth of July through the activities of the Red Cross and Community Activities.

Following are the names of winners, released by the Life Guards who were in charge of the swimming contest:

**GIRLS**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>100 yds. breast stroke</th>
<th>50 yds. breast stroke</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Setsuko Ando</td>
<td>George Shindo</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kay Takahashi</td>
<td>Harry Eto</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Teiko Oka</td>
<td>John Shigemoto</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10 yds. side stroke</td>
<td>50 yds. side stroke</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Setsuko Nishimoto</td>
<td>John Shigemoto</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Natsuko Taniguchi</td>
<td>Harry Eto</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sally Takahashi</td>
<td>50 yds. back crawl</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**BOYS "B" DIVISION**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>25 yds. final</th>
<th>100 yds. free style</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Mitsuji Hashimoto</td>
<td>Teruji Murakami</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Noboru Iwami</td>
<td>Noboru Iwami</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Takanishi Tsutsumi</td>
<td>Haruo Tazumi</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>100 yds. free style</td>
<td>50 yds. free style</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Teruji Murakami</td>
<td>Noboru Iwami</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Haruo Tazumi</td>
<td>100 yds. free style</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>25 yds. breast stroke</td>
<td>300 yds. medley relay</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mitsuji Hashimoto</td>
<td>Jim Taniguchi</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Masao Hayashi</td>
<td>Roy Nishimoto</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kazekawa</td>
<td>James Sakurai</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**BOYS JR. "A" DIVISION**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>50 yds. free style</th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Robert Yoshida</td>
<td>100 yds. free style</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Harvey Kitamura</td>
<td>25 yds. breast stroke</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jim Iwo</td>
<td>25 yds. breast stroke</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

TO AND FROM

Leaving tonight on Indefinitetly Chicago, Ill., will be Thomas Sonoda, Tom Matsumoto, Mitsuo Yamada, and Jim Kato, Denver, Colo.; Terry Shimura, Masato Yoshiko; Sachiko and Junior Hashimoto; Del Holmes, Iowa; Roy Namba, Minneap. Minn.; Joe & Saburo Oga, Cleveland, Ohio; Yosh Nakai, and Hikko Tomiyama, Crosse Point, Mich.; Frank Tassyuki, and to Longmont, Colo., Edward Masuda, visitor.

On seasonal to Utah way, Colo., will be.

J O H N KURI MOT0, NEW POSTMASTER

Replacing Masanobu Miyasaki as Unit II Postmaster is John Kurimoto, who has been working with Mr. Miyasaki ever since the post office first opened in block 215.

In order to carry on the work that Mr. Miyasaki had done for the community, Mr. Kurimoto requests the utmost cooperation of all residents.

Shozo Akaji and Mitsuji Fujukake.

To Hear Mt. Nyo, on short-term will be Ruth Malvin and Kutsuo Shiramizu.
COUNCIL SELEcTS
COMMISSIONS.

The vacancies left
with the departure of
Henry Nakaji were fill-
ed in at the weekly
meeting of the Com-
munity Council on
July 5th.

Kyuji Atsumi was ele-
ected to the Judicial
Commission. Saisuke
Noguchi will represent
Unit III at the City
Council.

Tsunomi Fujimoto was
introduced as a new com-
cilman from Block 323.

Kasami Honda was ap-
pointed as Unit III
representative to the
Joint Kangaroo Com-
mision.

Frank Shinohara and
Takeo Koizumi were named to the Community
Activities Committee
headed by Kasami Honda.

This committee is an
addition to the Censor
Board of special mo-

POLICE UNIFORMS
ARE RECEIVED.

The long awaited
uniforms of the Unit
III Police Department
have finally arrived.
The uniforms consist
of shirts and pants of
regulation tan color
twill, according to
orders of Police Albert
Shintaku.

Also expected were
badges which have not
arrived as yet.

These uniforms were
purchased by the Com-
munity Council for the
Police Department.

DEADLINES FOR
STORE RECEIPTS

Residents of Unit
III are reminded to turn
in their Beneath March
receipts of April, May
and June by tomorrow,
July 16, to their res-
cpective block managers
office.

Thanks goes to the
 tended to all
the men working in the
hot sun to harvest
the crops so we can enjoy eating
clearly.

TRANSACTIONS
OF P.O. RELEASE

The Post Office re-
leased its June trans-
actions as follows:

Stamps and parcels-
3960.00, $1.0.5.0-
22.45, 97; money-
76. Total: $210.258.

BATISTE BLOUSES
ON SALE

Girls look cool and
be comfortable in these
white batiste blouses, either frilly
or tailored now on sale at the Mojave
Room.

Also white blouses
in cotton, broccloloth are
available.

GIRLS BALL
STANDING

Girls softball lea-
gue standing to date
are as follows:

TSSAK W L E 7
Camp IV 7 1 5 85
306-305 6 2 750
Roku II 4 4 100
Buccaneer 2 5 986
Block 306 2 4 85
Block 318 0 5 100

ROKU 2 DEFEATS
BUCCANEERS

Last Thursday night,
in a girls league game
played on the 318 dis-
trict 4, the Roke II men
defeated the Buccaneers
by a 16-10 score.

Not to forget the
coaches of each team,
credit goes to Howard
Ozaki and Ray Kanada,
coaches for Buccaneers
and Roke II, respectively
who carry on their jobs unerringly.

LOST: Parker fountain
pen with black and dark
blue stripes around
P.S.G. Finder return to
310-24. Chronicle
Office.

WANTED: A girl for sec-
retary of the Executive
Board. Must be 18 yrs.
or over with knowledge
of shorthand and un-
derstand Japanese.

Contact Community Cou-
cil 370-2-0-0.
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信報

宣傳的映画の作製

熟考せよ

加州の排日具現

卒村

加州人の排日具現のため、加州の地政を手柄にした映画を作製する。この映画は、日本政府の宣伝とされる風景を描写するものである。これにより、加州人の日本に対する反日感情を深化させることができる。また、この映画を通じて、加州人の生活状況を世間に知らせることが重要である。

東京

本日は、加州人が排日具現を唱えることに決定した。これにより、加州人の生活状況をより多くの人々に伝えることができると考えている。
Hospital Veterans Feted at Banquet Last Week

Commemorating more than one and a half years of service in the hospital, certificates of appreciation were given 56 veteran workers at a banquet held at Mesa Hall 32 Friday night. Names of professional staff members, who have served from the beginning were also applauded by more than 300 guests. Although they are not connected with the hospital, credit also was given to the carpenter shop, boiler house, and painters.

Names of hospital workers now in Armed forces were presented in a moving speech by Dr. Masao Takeshi, optometrist.

The feature of the banquet was a presentation of certificates to 18 nurses aides, who have completed one year's training under Miss Elizabeth Vickers, Chief Nurse.

Local civic organizations also joined in the occasion. Dr. John Powell, who was chief speaker of the evening, expressed regret that the Health Committee of the Community Council was not participating in this expression of the gratitude of the community to the workers of the health service.

NEW CO-OP MANAGER

Managerial position at the Poston Co-op, left vacant by the resignation of George Itoh, June 15, is now filled by Fred Akashi of HI. 30.

POLICE DEPARTMENT IN UNIT I CHANGED

Now Known as “Watchman Crew”

The Unit I Police Department has been revised into a new unit called the Watchman’s Crew with a new chief, announces Charles A. Harper, Chief of Internal Security. The new force will be under the supervision of E. C. Gorman and will operate on the same site as the previous force had.

The new crew, which consists of 35 men, was organized by Mr. Harper and commenced work Monday. Their services will be available to the community at any time and the police station will remain open at all times so that the public may receive better protection.

At the time the new crew was organized there were only four men remaining on the police force—all others having resigned, being on a nine-month period. The abrupt change was brought about by the fact that there were only a small number of police officers remaining, reports Mr. Harper.

FOR MEN ARRIVES

kuzo mitta, 3-2-B
hiroukki nakaaji, 222-13-D; shoiichi kobera, 214-6-D; mike kado, 216-6-D; tameyuki henry mizuki, 222-10-A; kasenobu miyazaki, 215-6-B; Kenji Roy katsuda, 229-3-D; and jimmy Kenji Kawakami, 229-12-C.

OATHS TO BE TAKEN IN PHOENIX BY 22 YOUTHS

Names of 22 boys, the initial list to arrive for induction slated in Phoenix on July 29, were received yesterday, according to James D. Crawford, local selective service representative.

Boys ordered to report for induction are:

issou kikuchi, 32-5-B; Toshikazu jimmy nakahara, 26-10-B; Sunao Roy kobyasai, 60-3-B; sho horibe, 39-1-A; Fred Yasuyo kato, 35-12-C; Masato kaijara, 43-5-2; Togu akako ogate, 4-14-D; Robert Kasayoshi matsui, 25-6-6; Hase Tomoko kiyatsu, 60-6-B; Hiroshi fukawa, 3-8-A, and

IN MURDER

murdered SATURDAY

kuzo mitta, 3-2-B
hiroukki nakaaji, 222-13-D; shoiichi kobera, 214-6-D; mike kado, 216-6-D; tameyuki henry mizuki, 222-10-A; kasenobu miyazaki, 215-6-B; Kenji Roy katsuda, 229-3-D; and jimmy Kenji Kawakami, 229-12-C.

ESHTA FUNERAL SERVICES SET

Funeral services for George Ishita, 16-year-old son of Mr. Akiko Eshta, who died at Poston General Hospital Monday night, will be held at 9 o’clock Saturday morning in Rec. 44. Otsuya will be held in the same place at 9 o’clock Friday evening.

He is survived by his mother and a brother, Frank.
Dear Editor:

The announcement recently issued suspend-
ing from work all eva-
cue workers on this
project who refuse to
Selective Service
Registration or Induction is an act of
injustice of the
first degree and the
violation of our Civil
Rights. Whether it be
the Project Instruction
or the SSA Instruction,
such biased ruling
should be retracted
immediately. It is a
very poor and a dis-
criminatory measure of
the party imposing
such corrected regu-
lations.

According to the
theory of law, a man
is innocent of any
crime until he is
proven otherwise after
due process of the law
in a court of justice.

If this center is to
be conducted according
to the terms of democ-
raty instead of fasc-
sist or a dictatorical
principle, the basic
ruling of democracy
should be abided by at
least.

Every person refus-
ing to accept Select-
ive Service order has
done nothing unad-
justable cause and it is
the obligation of the proper authority
to hear these cases and try the individuals
in a just and orderly
manner without condem-
nation before being
convicted.

A Reader
(Name withheld)

MELON SEASON
IN FULL SWING

With the melon sea-
son in full progress
the Agriculture De-
partment reports the
harvesting of 30,000
lbs. of watermelons
and 15,000 lbs. of
cantaloupes during the
period from July 10 to
14. Others to be har-
vested and 5,000 lbs.
of shiro urii.

CERTIFICATES
AWARDED 19
NURSES’ AIDES

Nineteen nurses
aides, five April and 14
July graduates,
were awarded certi-
ficates at the banquet
held at Mesa hall 32.
April graduates were:
Terry Ikuma, Satoko
Shindo, Hisako Tsuaki,
Mikako Uyemura and
Etsuo Sasaki.

July graduates: Mi-
tsuco Ikura, Kame
l Ishikawa, Mutsu
baro, Kishiko Kuri-
ma, Susako Lukai, Hanaye
Wakari, Rose Yamato,
Shinobu Endome, Grace
Okada, Shizue Suzuki,
Ruby Murata, Amy Ueda,
Ukie Takehara, and
Takuya Yamashita.

CENTER TRUCK
KILLS MAN

Frank Homer, 78-year-
old Hanaye Indian and
father of Pete Homer,
project farm foreman,
was fatally injured
July 5, when his cur
collided with a gravel
truck driven by Roy
Tsutsui of Boston.

The accident occurred
about three miles from
Parker as Homer failed
to make a boulevard
stop before entering
the main road. Tsutsui,
while working on a
new road being con-
structed from the W3A
warehouse in Parker to
Boston.

His death was attrib-
uted to the gross ne-
gligence of both driv-
ers, according to ver-
dict of the coroner’s

S.B. VICE
PREXY LEAVES

John Sakurai, newly
elected Student Body
vice-president of Pos-
ton High School for
1944-45, left last Tues-
day for Cleveland, where
he will continue with
his education.

John, formerly of Al
Centro, has served dur-
ing the past year as
president of the Junior
Class and was an active
member of the Student
Body Council.

BIRTHS

Mr. and Mrs. Richard
Yoshida, Blk. 214-D, D,
formerly of Salinas, 2
boy, July 5.

To Mr. & Mrs. Takao
Sumida, Blk. 220-6-B,
a girl, July 6.

SPECIAL MOVIE

Eleven reels of spe-
cial movie will be
showed by the Entertain-
ment Dept. of the C.A.
this Friday, Saturday
and Sunday night at
Blk. 59, 21 pool and
5, respectively, it
was reported.

Movies to be shown are:
"Boy Meets Dog”,
cartoon; "Army on
Wheels”, educational;
"Major Bowes Shrine
Parade”, musical;
"Mickey’s Medici
Man”, comedy; "Korva
travel; and "Gundown
Truant”, western.

NEW UNIT I LIBRARY
HOURS ANNOUNCED

New library hours
effective July 10 for
the Unit I Main libra-
ry has been announced
by Harako Mayemura,
head librarian.

The new hours are:
8 a.m.-11:30 a.m. and
1-4 p.m. Evening hours
are 7-9 p.m. Tuesday
through Saturday.

The hours will be
effective until further
notice, Miss Mayemura
reported.

SCHMITT’S TRIP
POSTPONED

A.M.W. Schmitt, eva-
cue property officer,
who was scheduled to
leave last Monday, for
Imperial Valley, sta-
ted that his trip has
been postponed one
week. He anticipates
leaving on the 17th.

JOHN GIRDLER
VISITING LOS ANGELES

Mr. and Mrs. John
Girdler left last Sat-
urday evening for Los
Angeles. They are ex-
pected to return the
early part of next
week.
ITSUMI OITA AND TAKAKO YAGI
WIN HONORS IN NEW CONCORD

Itsumi Oita, son of Mr. and Mrs. H. T. Oita of 211-6-8 and Takako Yagi, daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Katsuzhi Yagi of 227-9-2, won places in the Muskingum College honor roll for the second semester recently ended, it was announced this week by Charles R. Leaton, dean of the college. Both site and Miss Yagi were freshmen the past year.

On the honor roll, a student must have a grade point ratio of 3.2 or higher, which means an average of slightly above B in the courses carried.

MAY AND JUNE
LATRINE RATINGS

Blocks 219 and 216 shares first place in laterine inspection with an average of 99.6% for the month of May.

Following is the block rating:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Block</th>
<th>First Place</th>
<th>Second</th>
<th>Third</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>219</td>
<td>99.8</td>
<td>220</td>
<td>98.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>216</td>
<td>99.6</td>
<td>209</td>
<td>98.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>213</td>
<td>99.5</td>
<td>221</td>
<td>98</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>207</td>
<td>99</td>
<td>209</td>
<td>98.5</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

For the month of June the following blocks were rated very good: 207, 219, 216, 209, 213, 221, 209, 220.

GIRLS "A" LEAGUE
TO CONTINUE

With the 221 girls winning the first round of the Vye league softball games with go round again for the second time, it was revealed by the Girls' Athletic Department. Winning teams of the Junior and Ave Leagues will receive a trophy.

MIYAKO INOYUE
NEW TIMEKEEPER

Replacing Takashi Kiyohara of the Stevens Department, Miyako Ino-uye will be the new timekeeper, it was announced by Henry Goto of the Unit II Steward's Department.

GOODS MAY STILL
BE SHIPPED HERE

It was disclosed by the Unit II Legal Department today that radios and household goods can still be shipped from California to Poston free of charge by applying at the office. Goods may also be transferred to the WRA warehouse where more protection will be given.

T examines... [incomplete text]

TAKA-HOYO

TRIPE TAKA-HOYO

May it be strong as we passed the Toy Loan Library this morning. There were so many cute toys on display, we hated to think that we were too old to enjoy them. But are we? Perhaps.

...tanned little boys and girls can be seen swimming like fishes in the swimming pool day after day. They make the older boys and girls hang their heads in shame.

COLORFUL UMBRELLAS... so nice to your children to buy one of those colorful umbrellas of stripes, plaids, checks, and plains, if not already possessed.

Walking in the heat without an umbrella is too hot and you know how you have to keep that school-girl complexion?

POLKA DOTS... seem to be the main attraction for the little kiddies when they near a pool of water. These grayish black things sprout here and there like tails after a couple of weeks... it's queer isn't it? However, they seem to be the only fish that live the longest in a jar of water at home.

BOYS... Did you hear about the dance that the C.A. is putting on next Sunday night?

Well, just in case there is one, you'd better get your "duds" picked out for a date. The place of the dance is not definitely set as yet but will be determined in the next issue. Take a tip from "EMMA", boys.

VIA A COLUMN

...by Fuku Yokoya will appear in next Saturday's issue. A swell treat will be in store for you.

SCOUTS RECEIVE
AWARDS

Boy Scout troop 155 and Girl Scout troop 8 received $25.00 from the U.S.O. for winning the paper drive in Unit II a few months ago. The awards were made at the Cottonwood Bowl last Monday night.

The scoutmaster of troop 155 is Jim Namba and the scoutmaster of troop 8 are Nancy Matsui and Yui Matsuura.

LIBRARY NEWS

New books, Strangers Fruit by Lilian Smith, a current best-selling novel concerning the Negro and White problem, and Sins of God, a collection of great stories of the spiritual life of man by distinguished world author Chiefly of our time, edited by Whit Bennett was received by the Novel Hut.

Books received by the Central Library through the Victory drive will be distributed to the blocks by the Novel Hut. All books donated by books must send in a requisition to the Novel Hut. Each block will be allotted about 25 books, mostly mystery stories.

REMEMBER THE CONTEST PRIZES!!!
UNIT 3 LEADERS GO TO DETROIT

With the opening of the wedding pool at the Poston Square Garden, many a small child's dream has come true....

UNIT III has lost from among its leaders, one of the most valuable, Yosuke Kaneda, head of Unit III Law Division. He has unselfishly and willingly served the people of this unit ever since arrival here. Holding positions as notary public, chairman of the official Commission and member of library commission he is greatly missed by all. He is also remembered for his great interest in baseball, doing the hard job of an umpire, and his timely column in DUSY DESERT.

Another who left out midst is Joe Owaishi, head of Unit III Recreation Office ever since its establishment here. He served for the people as assistant recreation advisor. His friendly and sincere aid to the people will always be remembered.

These two leaders left the project last Tuesday for Detroit, Michigan.

DEPARTURES

Tuesday, July 11
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<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>人員</th>
<th>部数</th>
<th>支援方</th>
<th>記念品</th>
<th>等級</th>
<th>項目</th>
<th>完成日</th>
<th>開催日</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>人名</td>
<td>数量</td>
<td>方式</td>
<td>物種</td>
<td>年代</td>
<td>種類</td>
<td>年</td>
<td>日</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**特等品**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>人員</th>
<th>部数</th>
<th>支援方</th>
<th>記念品</th>
<th>等級</th>
<th>項目</th>
<th>完成日</th>
<th>開催日</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>人名</td>
<td>数量</td>
<td>方式</td>
<td>物種</td>
<td>年代</td>
<td>種類</td>
<td>年</td>
<td>日</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**便所の衛生**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>人員</th>
<th>部数</th>
<th>支援方</th>
<th>記念品</th>
<th>等級</th>
<th>項目</th>
<th>完成日</th>
<th>開催日</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>人名</td>
<td>数量</td>
<td>方式</td>
<td>物種</td>
<td>年代</td>
<td>種類</td>
<td>年</td>
<td>日</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**汽車の顧客**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>人員</th>
<th>部数</th>
<th>支援方</th>
<th>記念品</th>
<th>等級</th>
<th>項目</th>
<th>完成日</th>
<th>開催日</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>人名</td>
<td>数量</td>
<td>方式</td>
<td>物種</td>
<td>年代</td>
<td>種類</td>
<td>年</td>
<td>日</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**仏像**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>人員</th>
<th>部数</th>
<th>支援方</th>
<th>記念品</th>
<th>等級</th>
<th>項目</th>
<th>完成日</th>
<th>開催日</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>人名</td>
<td>数量</td>
<td>方式</td>
<td>物種</td>
<td>年代</td>
<td>種類</td>
<td>年</td>
<td>日</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**便所**
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<th>開催日</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
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</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
報新 トップスポ（木）

試験の期間附出所の規定改正

所長、処長の指示に従う。現所長は試験の期間附出所の規定に従って試験を行うため、試験の期間附出所の規定を改正した。

盆踊りに就て

芳川積三 読

筋肉痛をした試験員に、試験の期間を延長することにした。

七日号街頭へ

ポスターを張る

矢形満山氏出所により、試験の期間を延長することにした。

長崎の夕

千秋会出場

松の綠川、臨近山、松明・初時時、魚亀

特別映画

公開提供

千秋会と愛とロケーション

午夜に新宿中央水場

五丁目まで

午後九時

上野

上野

上野

上野
442ND COMBAT TEAM SMASHES ENEMY POSITIONS IN ITALY

More Scheduled to Take Oaths Next Thursday

Right more men were ordered to report for induction in Phoenix on July 20, according to James B. Crawford, center selective service representative.

With the latest addition, 29 are scheduled to take their oaths.

The additional men are: George Sukeiwa, 30-6-A; Seiichi Honda, 3-5-D; Ben Kishioka, 222-6-0; Tomio Iwade, 3-5-A; George Hyogo, 187-7-1; Joe Hashimoto, 20-5-A; Charles Fujimoto, 3-4-B, and Satomi Yesumoto, 814-10-3.

FIRE DAMAGES BARRACK

Barrack A in Block 34, was damaged by a small fire at approximately 8 p.m., July 13. A faulty water boiler was the cause of the fire, according to Fire Chief J.M. Men.

The loss involved did not exceed $2 at the most, and the barrack was only slightly damaged.

J.R. POWELL ON TRIP

Dr. John Powell, chief of Community Services, will journey to Washington, D. C., where he will be on the Leave Clearance Board for a period of six weeks.

Dr. Arthur L. Harris, will serve as Acting chief of Community Services in his absence.

Human Ashes May be Sent to Japan

The State Department reports that there is no restriction upon the exportation of human ashes to Japan. Although there are no means of exporting ashes to Japan at the present, in the future if there is an exchange ship, it will be possible to send ashes by it.

Persons interested in this matter should communicate with the Spanish Consul, ashes, which are to be sent, should be placed in a container that can be readied for inspection by customs officials since inspection of baggage and property of enemy aliens is necessary.

Rev. Shozen Naito, in the event that he is repatriated, may be permitted to take 1000 boxes of human ashes to Japan with him, the Department of State also reports.

ALLOW THREE DAYS FOR CRATING LUMBER

Application for lumber to box and crate property by those leaving the center on indefinite should be made three or four days prior to the date the relocatee leaves, the unit I Blk. Manager Supervisor reported.

The lumber is delivered three times weekly. All applications should be made at the Evacuee Property office in Unit I.

100th Battalion Spearheads Drive

The 442nd Regimental Combat Team composed of American soldiers of Japanese origin is participating in Gen. Mark Clark's Fifth Army attack along the west coast sector of Italy toward the port of Livorno in a officially announced, according to an AP dispatch. This force with tank support smashed into enemy positions July 9 in the face of determined resistance, an Allied spokesman said.

Spearheading the assault was the 100th Battalion, a unit which has performed brilliantly throughout the entire Italian campaign.

DELEGATE SCHEDULED TO ARRIVE

The Spanish delegate, Capt. Antonio Herin of San Francisco, was scheduled to arrive last night on the project to investigate and compile a general report of the project, reports the Community Council.

Spokesmen for the project will be Minoru Okamoto of Unit I, Setsugo Sekamoto of Unit II, and Sedakichi Nomura of Unit III.

The tentative schedule for interviews with the delegate is Unit I Saturday morning; Unit II Saturday afternoon; and Unit III Sunday morning. This schedule will cover group and individual interviews.
Briefly by EMMA

Rain today
Elbows aches above;
Philly, City of Brotherly Love

SO THIS
...is Philly! Greetings. It's a wonderful place—this city out of our old history texts of the Liberty Bell, of crowded thoroughfares, of hospitable people, of unpredictable weather, or one-way streets, of indiscriminate pigeons, of ancient buildings, and modern shops.

OUT THE...but was uneventful, that memorable non-stop flight from Parker to Chicago. True, we did stop a hundred odd times at unimposing stations, but other than that, no. We were "fortunate," in having a merry crowd of some 77 passengers in a 74-seat coach, which caused us to rub elbows, literally and figuratively, with all types of persons, which was fun.

WE SHALL
...mark as indelible in our minds the very nice young couple from Camp 3 with their family of 5 plump children. Poor kids had nothing worth-while to do but sit all thru the three and a half day trip into Chicago. One of the "round little boys" who resembled a cute Disney rabbit even slept with a can of Spam balanced on his little fat tummy.
...the colossal conductors who circled around when the Kansas corn fields were waving our windows good-bye, to pinch our nose while we caught up on a little snooze.
...the cool haze that refreshed us at the little station when the Wells of the Camp 2 faculty brought us drinks.
IT WAS
...morals—boo s ting

COUNCIL ELECTS NEW MEMBER

At the regular meeting of the Unit II Loc. Council, the new treasurer and a new member of the City Council were elected to replace Kiroku Kikawa, who left recently for seasonal work on the outside.

John Terakawa was elected treasurer and Usi Coro Yoshizumi was chosen as new City Council representative.

TRANSACTIONS OF THE LOCAL POST OFFICE

For the month of June released by Postmaster, John Murimoto are as follows: Money Order, 39460.51; C.C.D., 1760; Stamps and Parcels, 744.67; and total, 39956.74.

when we boarded the "milk train" on our first stretch out to hear such jolly quips as, "I hear Jesse James robbed this train", and so forth. And believe us, that it was one of the loneliest persons that Jibed and tried to alliven the spirits of those who were feeling homesick already. Great guys, these relocators!

A NEW SHORTAGE

...we noticed more and more every day when our bus stopped at a New Mexico depot for refills. Two or three attractive Indian girls in soiled dungarees hoisted buckets of ice and came up to fill our water supply. The wolves whistled at them, but no comeback. In fact, all along the way we noticed girls were filling the shoes of men—in elevators, in taxis, as trainmen and conductors, bus and trolley drivers, lifeguards and others.

TIME
...hang out the three-zero mark for now. Until again, this will be signing off from Philly

POOL IN GOOD CONDITION NOW

Ishiji Haoto of the local Red Cross states that the installation of concrete culverts has been completed and the pool water is running daily. This keeps the swimming pool in a much healthier condition than before. The pool was condemned some time ago as not clean but this mis-use may be eliminated now.

INDUCTION BALL TO BE HELD

On the evening of July 10, Sunday, the annual Induction Ball will be honored at the "Induction Ball" beginning at 8:30 o'clock at the 221 Dining Hall sponsored by the Community Activities.

Invitations will be served and the music will be selected from 800 records.

Tickets, 30 cents per couple and 35 cents for single, are being sold at the main counter.

REV. TSUNODA SPEAK TOMORROW

Reverend Tsuruno of Camp III will speak at the special second anniversary service to be held on Sunday, July 10, both at the morning and evening services.

Since Reverend Tsuruno will relocate to Colorado in the very near future, this will be his last appearance before the Poston II Buddhists.

Chairman for the morning service will be Tokuo Yamamoto for the juniors and Kanbu Fukuda for the seniors.

SHOE SHOP NEWS

Because of the fact that the shoe shop workers are now getting their training now, shoes will not be fixed in a hurry and residents are asked not to lose their tickets.
Because of the keen interest in the Cila-Ponson game, now we will try to give you a "dehydrated scorebook rendition" of the seven games played in which Posen 3 won three and lost four.

July 1--Zenimura Field; The first game was played against Block 65 in which they lost by a close score of 4-3. The "Arizona Yankees", as the Posen 3 segregation was called, scored first in the second inning making one tally again in the fifth they scored two runs to end the scoring.

On the other hand Block 65 on a spree in the seventh score all their four runs on three hits and an error.

Bill: 65...0000004x--4
YAN'S...01000000--3
July 2: In the second game played against Guadaloupe-Lampo, the Arizona Yankees won their first game, scoring two in the first, one in the sixth, and two in the seventh, but still trailing 6-5.

YAN'S...20000106-5
GU-LAM...04000000--6
July 3: Losing their third game to Blk. 28, 1-0, which was the "only game in which they were shut out, the Yankees now had only four more games to go.

Blk. 28...00000000--0
YAN'S...00000000--0
July 4: The Fourth of July brought good tidings to the Yankees when they won the game 13-9 against the Cila cardinals. Scoring 4 runs in the first inning, they followed by scoring in every inning, made it the fifth and seventh, to give them their 13 runs.

The Cardinals also started in the first inning by scoring five runs, but did not follow through enough to win.

YAN'S...41110501x-13
Bill...510001001--9
July 6: Again losing by one point, the Yankees lost to the All-Stars, 11-10, although the Yankees out-hit the All-Stars, 14-9.

YAN'S...120003104-11
Bill...00401012-10
July 7: Playing Blk. 28 again they lost for the second time this time by a 5-4 score.

The Yankees scored two runs each in the second and seventh while 26 scored one in the first, second and third and two in the eighth, left the Yankees with one game to play.

Blk. 28...11100002x--5
YAN'S...02000000--4

July 9: Taking their last game a winning game, the Yanks gave the Jerome All-Juars a 7-2 defeat. Saved by three batters, they and followed through with their lead from the first inning when they scored four runs.

The Jerome men made their only two tallies in the eighth inning.

YAN'S...400010110--7
JUARIS...00000000--0
July 10: Losing their ending their stay in Cile, J. Kujita lauded the sportsmanship of the teams and the crowd there.

He also extended his sincere gratitude to Block 28 in Cila and especially to C. Zenimura on behalf of the entire team.

APPR ECIATION

We wish to take this means to express our most sincere appreciation to all our friends in Posen who have done so much for us during our stay here. Thank you very much.

Jack Layes and family

NEW ARTIST AT SIGN SHOP

Replacing Kichiyo Limamide, who for past year has served an artist for C. A. sign shop and has relocated to Chicago, is June Hatanabe of Block 34. She was expected to assume duties at 11215. office 310-Sk.

J.R. SOFTBALL RESULTS NOTED


J.R. BALL SCHED

July 14, Friday 316 vs. 308
July 15, Saturday 320 vs. 319 317 vs. 318
July 17, Monday 318 vs. 317

思う: That's this color helmet between Camp II and III. Anyone knowing the whereabouts, please contact Mr. Evans, Unit III Fire Department.

With the keys attached to car at 308 shed. Claim at 307-2-0.
KASEIS SMASH LOS PEPES 15-7: MOVE WITHIN ONE GAME OF FLAG

The Kaseis moved to within one game of the coveted "AA" crown by shattering the Los Pepes 15-7 in a "who gets the crown" game. Only the Blackhawks now remain between, the Kaseis and the crown.

Behind rise ball specialist, K. Yamaguchi, the Kaseis scored in every inning except the last to turn the game into a one sided affair. Up to the sixth Yamaguchi hurled a two hitter while his teammates were pounding K. Ike- naga for 16 safeties, including two circuit blows.

The Kaseis started it off in the first, when K. Yamaguchi walked, coming in on Sato's single, when the left fielder muffed the ball. With Sakamoto getting on, on an error, Ura rapped one of Ikezumi's fat ones for a homer into center field with two aboard. The next inning started with four consecutive hits by Yamamoto, Orida, Yamaguchi, and Sakamoto netting 3 more runs to run the scoring up to 7-0.

Tallying one run each in the next two innings and Sato's circuit blow in the sixth with Yamaguchi on, changed the score to 11-0. Los Pepes started their scoring when Edow singled, and Kiyata knocked the third homer of the day in the sixth. Edow and Kiyata again crossed the home plate in the following inning to mark up 4 tallies.

Kaseis came back in the next 3 frames by picking up 4 more tallies. hurler Yamaguchi allowed 3 hits and 3 runs in the last inning to end the decisive game 15-7.

K. Sato led the Kaseis sixteen hit attack with a four for six clip at the plate. By the narrow margin of a 11-10 victory the 10ettes olimached the Wo. Lo. pennant with 4 victories and no defeats.

The Luanans opened the scoring in the top of the first on a K. Kodama double followed by an error and 3 walks for 2 runs. The lead soon vanished however as the 10ettes brought their vaunted batting power into play to cross home plate 7 times in their half of the inning on a savior by N. Nakamura, a homer by Tsuji followed by 2 walks, 3 errors and a single.

Tallying 4 in the second frame on Nomoto's single, an error and a home run into right field by Otsuki the Luanans pulled within one run, 7-6.

The 10ettes soon opened the gap to 10-6 as Nakata and Tsuji singled, an error and another single by Kodama scored 3 runs.

BREEZE EDGE BLACKHAWKS 13-12

Behind Oda's and Sa- sakii's nine hitter, the Breeze's broke through the Blackhawks defense for a 13-12 victory.

The victors scored what proved to be the winning run in the 3rd when Murata drew a free pass and scored as Nakamura's single was fumbled in the out field for a two base error.

Coming back for single a tally on Nomoto's circuit drive along the right field foul line in the 4th, the Luanans peaked away at the lead and in the last frame had the tying marker on base but hurler Kodama rose to the occasion by retiring the side.

N. Kodama led the victors at bat by garnering 3 singles in 4 attempts while Otsuki's circuit blow and Nomoto's single and homer were the losers big blows.

Luanans R H E

10ettes 831 100 0 11 10 7

0.6 MOVES INTO 3RD SPOT

Orange County pulled one out of the bag when they scored ten runs in the 7th to out score the Blackbirds 10-8.
赤色委員会

第11次創立祝賀会

注音使用

電力使用

東京市役所

定例参事会

米人百姓

日系三世遭砲

赤色委員会

第11次創立祝賀会

注音使用

電力使用

東京市役所

定例参事会

米人百姓

日系三世遭砲
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>宗教</th>
<th>信仰</th>
<th>团体</th>
<th>任务</th>
<th>地区</th>
<th>成员数</th>
<th>活动</th>
<th>主要活动</th>
<th>其他活动</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>佛教</td>
<td>小乘</td>
<td>社区</td>
<td>救世</td>
<td>亚洲</td>
<td>50000</td>
<td>禅修</td>
<td>传教</td>
<td>禅修会</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>基督教</td>
<td>新教</td>
<td>教会</td>
<td>救世</td>
<td>欧洲</td>
<td>100000</td>
<td>讲道</td>
<td>布道会</td>
<td>基督教会</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

注：具体数字和活动内容可能根据实际情况有所变化。
沿岸帰還を支持
赤司アレックス氏就任

保険業経験
ある人を求む

次週映画

香里提供の次週映画

保険業者求人

CO-OP TO ALLOCATE $4800 YEARLY FOR CENTER WELFARE

Gate Clerks Are Now Stationed at Entrance

If they submit the required papers, returning residents can be reinstated or reentered on the project from indefinite or seasonal leaves, at the time of entry, making unnecessary subsequent trips to the relocation office, according to James W. Lawrence, relocation officer. If the required papers are not submitted, however, the persons must visit the relocation office for reinstatement or re-entrance.

Two gate clerks will do the work formerly divided among several different offices and done over a period of time: collecting papers, and permits. Gate clerks, Jeannie Anderson and Frances Sharp, were stationed with the military police at the gate for the first time Monday, July 10.

DELEGATE VISITS PROJECT

The Spanish Delegate, Dept. Antonio A. Martin of San Francisco, was visiting with Charles C. Eberhardt of the State Department to investigate the conditions of the project. They left Sunday.

CITY MANAGER RETURNS

Minoru Ukamoto, city manager, returned to the project Friday evening from a two-week trip to Manzanar.

To be Disbursed Through Council

At a meeting held July 11, the board of directors of the Poston co-op enterprises decided to allocate a sum of $4,800 annually to be expended strictly for the welfare of Poston residents, Myr Tazawa, executive secretary, reported.

The allocation which became effective July 1, will be turned over to the community Council to be disbursed by that body for various worthwhile purposes.

P成效 N I A N S AT SHELBY

CAMP SHELBY—The latest group of inductees assigned to the First Battalion 442nd Infantry Regiment, arrived at Camp Shelby, Miss., Friday, June 30. Those formerly from Poston were:

- Ane Ito, Kazuo Kamachi, Kiyoshi Kibutsu, Kiyoshi Nakamura, Ky Kasa, and Setsui Kato, who are assigned to Company "A."
- Miki Sufji, Shigeru Kizuka and Hisao Masa, who were assigned to Company "B."
- Tommy T. Yasuhashi and Thomas D. Nukai, who were assigned to Company "C."
- Goro Oishi and Minoru Shigematsu, who were assigned to Company "D."

LAWN MOWERS SOUGHT

The Evacuee Property Office is seeking lawn mowers for project use; it was announced. Residents wishing to sell are asked to contact the office.

SEARCH ON FOR MISSING COOK

Joe Yoshiaru Sugihara, a 56-year-old kitchen helper, has been missing from his apartment at block 26-14-A since last Tuesday and has not yet been found. Mr. Sugihara, formerly of Silverfield, Califo., wears a mustache, has chopped skin, and is of medium build, according to Tahashiro Yoshioka, block 26 manager.

The missing was last seen July 11 at 7 p.m. on the bank of the canal west of block 26. Searching parties headed by A. C. Gorman, I. S. Officer, have been unable to find any trace of him.
The Bombers were held scoreless for five innings, but they rallied in the 7th and 8th innings for the final score.

**Chronicle Sports**

**Game 2 Schedule**

**Tuesday, July 18**

- Alabamians vs. Shamrocks
  - Field A
  - Score: 4-0

**Wednesday, July 19**

- Bombers vs. Greeks
  - Field C
  - Score: 6-3

- Eagles vs. Bi-Rites
  - Field B
  - Score: 7-2

**Thursday, July 20**

- Bayside vs. Los Pepes
  - Field C
  - Score: 6-2

- 24th Street vs. Greeks
  - Field A
  - Score: 6-3

**Saturday, July 22**

- Fishermen vs. Greek
  - Field B
  - Score: 6-3

**Sunday, July 23**

- Alabamians vs. Greeks
  - Field A
  - Score: 6-3

- Bayside vs. Greeks
  - Field C
  - Score: 6-3

**Monday, July 24**

- Fishermen vs. Bi-Rites
  - Field B
  - Score: 6-3

- Bayside vs. Greeks
  - Field C
  - Score: 6-3

- Greeks vs. Fishermen
  - Field A
  - Score: 6-3

The Bombers were defeated by the Greeks in the final game, ending their season.

**Yamauchi Shuts Out Yankees 2-0; Kasesi Score in Fourth**

Before a sellout crowd, Yamauchi shut out the Yankees in the fourth inning. The game was played on a beautiful day with the sun shining bright.

Ken Yamauchi repeated his usual shutout performance. While his team mates presented their winning records in their lucky 4th.

The 8 runs for the Yankees came on a hit in the second inning. The Bombers followed with a fast four at home. Their big inning was a 6-run frame on a walk and a bases loaded.

The second inning also saw the Bombers put up 4 runs, with Yamauchi getting the win with a 6-3 score.

**Kenesi vs. El Potro**

Nakatagawa and Ken Yamauchi were the hitting stars.

**Los Pepes Wins on 5 Run Outburst in 7th**

Pitcher Miyamoto of Ikenaga and Ken Sugihara of the Bombers made it 5 straight over Orange Co. this season by a 6-3 score.

Ikenaga went the entire route, allowing four hits and striking out 7 as well as touching bases on the 7th inning explosion.

Sugihara gathered 3 of the Los Pepes 9 hits.

Sugihara pitched on a 7-run and scored on a hit, and when Ikenaga connected for a double into left field. He joined the circuit blow; the Los Pepes scored three more tallies on a walk to Miyata, single by Kobayashi, double by Okada and another single by Kato to run the score to 6-1.

O.C. finally broke the string of goose eggs in the 8th on a walk to Morishita, Kodani and a single by Ezaki for one run.

O.C.'s final tally came in the 9th when Nakamura tripled and Boccaro scored as the ball got away from third sacker.

Ezaki and Nakamura collected all of the 0.0's hits with two Field 39.

**Girls Sked**

Exhibition game came in the 9th when Nakamura tripled and Boccaro scored as the ball got away from third sacker.

Ezaki and Nakamura collected all of the 0.0's hits with two Field 39.
HIGH SCHOOL LIBRARY OPEN

The Boston Two High School Library will be open daily for reading, and borrowing books between the hours of 8 A.M. and 12 noon beginning Monday, July 17.

During the afternoon hours, the Library staff will be working in the Elementary and Central Libraries.

VIA SPAM

from the fabulous Lokomo today: We are cool; 100-miles away from sweltering Hilly on the shores of the silvery, placid Lake Lokomo. We first heard of the Lokomos from Kitty Boyle. Remember? And this is the one. You might place them studded with tall pines and rhododendrons, and wood ferns.

JENNY SULLIVAN

finds us boating, canoeing, challenging a mean tennis racket, cycling away from vicious dogs or arm-wrestling, or drowning in the attempt. It is great fun.

FILE POSTON

is undoubtedly Missing off it covers in slumber, we hit the hay under two double blankets and an awfully heavy comforter, with the fireplace cheerfully burning up. Some people may choose heaven, but we'll take the Lokomo for a summer paradise. By the way, wish you were here.

JUDITH VONK

as the sun is an Azteco gold, descending the slopes of the Blue Ridge Mts. westward, the Lake is a gold mine, and no poet nor artist could do it justice. You must see it and just at such times, mellow voices of some choir float across the waters and kiss the silent pines on our south shore. Just below are beautiful waterfalls.

THIRD PERS.

that heads this Column scoured so universal—a prayer no doubt muttered by the youthful anglers of the slough behind Camp II, or the tributaries of the Mississippi River, or the "cottonwood banks of the Colorado," or south above the Rio Grande, and yes, the Lokomos, put really, the big whoam is the same that got away until again...

SPECIAL JOB OPEN FOR GIRL

Charles Cids, former Relocation Advisor, offers special employment to any interested girl with past experience. Work in his home in Ann Arbor, Mich. Girls who are interested in this offer please see Ben Shinizu of the Employment office.

ST. LIFE SAVING COURSE TO START

It was disclosed by the N.C. Office today that a St. Life Saving Course will be given under the instructions of Luni Lowe and Jim Sakamoto in the near future. Annal:

TO AND FROM

Leaving last Wednesday morning on seasonal to Sengeguk, Utah were Genrokou Ikeda, Harry Munatani, Cisulea Chirateau, Jimonuke Shibai, and Moshichi Yasumoto.

To Clearfield Utah were Henry Luskahi, Ray Irno, Joe Saki, Kazuo Kusuhara, Chizuo Sakai, "Jo-unashara, Bill Sumida, and Dijii Murata.

IN APPRECIATION

The Camp II Rest Home in block 201 wish to extend their sincere appreciation to the Y.M.A for the chairtable deed they did in donating part of the proceeds made from their benefit show.

MOVIE MENU

"Government Girl" starring Sonny Arta, Clivia Dellavilmond and Anne Shirley will be shown tomorrow night at the Cottonwood Bowl.

LOST: A pair of 40mm dark glasses on the way to Colorado River July 8, 1944. "Iner please return to 224 block office, Reward,
LAND OWNERS
MEET REPORTED

Matsuo Fujisawa of the Unit III Executive Board gave the report of meeting held by land owners in which the following persons were chosen as representatives of Unit III in confronting this problem:

Roku Ise-Kanjirou Maeyada, Tohizo Kitahe, Hajime Takashima, Sasaichi Niiyama, Shigeo Uota, Kenpei Iwakura, Kazuhiro Iwai, Jimmy Takashima, Toseburo Mukai, and Executive Board member Ei Fujisawa.

NEW COUNCILMEN INTRODUCED

At the regular meeting of the Community Council of Poston III, three new councilmen were introduced to the body. They were Mr. Henry Takamato 320, Kyokichi Umesawa 322, and Bunkichi Suyeda 316.

Mrs. Toshi Hashimoto, secretary to the Executive Board, was also present.

GIKLS SCONTO To
SELL HOT DOGS

The Council body gave approval to the Girls Scout organization of Unit III to sell hot dogs on July 23, the opening day of the swimming pool. The Council members went to purchase Handbooks, furnishing for the scout clubroom, to pay the fee in order to belong to the National organization, and to get a start toward purchasing uniforms.

Margaret Arakawa, Mickey Shimp, and Lorena Kusawa were present to ask for permission.

VACANCY FILLED

Bob Fujimoto, 500 filled the vacancy created by Masato Hamada’s departure to Detroit, Michigan, as head transportation dispatcher of Unit III.

CAMP 4 SMASHES BUGGS 16-1

Going on a rampage in the first inning, backed up by seven Bucaneer errors, which netted 14 runs clinched the game for Camp 4 in a league game played last Thursday night.

Although scored upon so strongly, the Bucaneers nevertheless clamped down to hold Camp 4 scoreless for the remaining four innings. Also, the Bucaneers scored their one and only tally in the fifth.

They threatened again in the last inning with two hits, but the outcome was a beautiful gloved-hand catch made by T. Trokey, ending the game, 16-1.

Batteries: Camp 4—K. Hatada and F. Sakamoto; R. Takahashi.


BOX SCORE: AB R H E

T. Trokey 5 2 2 1 1 1 1 1 2 2
F. Sakamoto 5 2 1 0 1
K. Hatada 5 3 1 0 0
M. Kohe 5 2 3 0
M. Kusama 5 2 2 1
R. Takahashi 3 3 1 0
T. Hatada 4 1 0 0
M. Yoshika 4 0 0 0
C. Seki 3 1 1 0
S. Kitahe 1 0 0 0

316 CONTINUES WINNING STREAK

Getting 13 hits off the two 316 hurlers, the Hollywood Stars in a junior league game defeated the 316 Buggs, 13-4 last Wednesday evening.

In the first, 316 started off leading, but soon lost the lead when in the 2nd, the Stars started a little junt which included a home run by S. Kenzo which altogether netted five runs.

Only other score made by 316 was in the 5th, when A. Aritaka hit a homer into deep center.

The winning pitcher was T. Minamida with T. Hayami behind the plate.

JIMMY FUTADA: As soon as Jimmy Fujita, coach of the Poston III hardball "delegation" to Gila, we found out a few things about their venture.

First of all, he stated the story here on the whole was satisfactory excepting for the weather, and the trip to and from there was uneventful.

According to him, the appearance of the Osaka, with the white buildings and all the mass facilities and food topped Poston, but on the other hand, the weather there was hot and sultry. Poston can’t be beat...

On the human side of their trip, he stated that although they were really and truly enthusiastic about going, after their arrival, all thoughts turned back to Poston.

Well, all this sums up to show that, even though Poston is what it is..."It’s still "Home Sweet Home"...."

It’s none of our business, and we have been constantly asked to and we, too, feel irritated when some individual hinted an extra high chair and squeeze in between the crowd to interfere the view of those sitting behind. The small spaces are usually open so it will enable one to see without the blocking of heads and, if anyone has a common sense, they should know better than to go in those spaces, or else they should go earlier and get the deserved seat?

MT TTD: Three life guards, applied immediately at Red Cross Office, 310-3-9.
日本の超人種優越観

東亜共栄の

完遂は支障せん

印第安人命の歴史的意義を認識して

政府へ代表して超人種を抵抗するが彼等の抵抗は、形上の民族的書状を

写し周囲に受けて超人種の抵抗しない限

日本が超人種を提案したに過ぎない。スローガンを表

不適切な超人種に、道徳家を越えて超人種を提案したに過ぎない。スローガンを表

委員選定

水泳式

竣工式

１２月２十三日

人

希望者は赤十字社

希望者に赤十字社

"ピーラー便"

朝鮮，日韓，南亜，支那

木田支一（三三）

取次所

正規留学未出

外部教育の増加に依り

に対し、土地法秩序

木田支一（三三）

"フジ記念"
報新スポ（火）日八月七日四四四

ソフトボールリーグ戦

優勝チームはカセイ

ボボと局はナシ

ツツ素春著

三月

現在四局にはカセイ

も合戦の最終戦に入り

のリーグでメガシャガ

の пло三月の他に与を日の
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STORAGE IN GOVERNMENT WAREHOUSES RECOMMENDED

Leave Officer Returns From 6-Week Trip

W. Allen Cushman, leave officer, returned to the project recently from a six weeks trip to investigate various job opportunities and working facilities in Cleveland and Detroit, Mich. While in Cleveland Mr. Cushman visited the industries and met many former postonians, many whom he saw in their homes on jobs. In Detroit, Mr. Cushman was able to visit the nearby I ran and see he met many relocatees.

Jobs are plentiful for anyone who is interested in securing one, states Mr. Cushman.

At present he is filling a job sheet at Allis, available to anyone who is interested in relocating in that region.

Mr. Cushman has a list in his office of 1000 people with whom daily contacts will be made to assist them in finding work in the near future. His list includes names of former postonians.

COMPTON PROPERTY CIRCLED SOUGHT

The evacuee Property Office would like to get in contact with the owner or trustee of the property known as the Compton School property located near Los Angeles, according to Mr. Cushman. Evacuee Property Officer.

Vandalism Reported Still in Existence

H. W. Schmitt, evacuation property officer, reports that during his trip to Salinas, Santa Ynez, San Francisco, Sacramento, and Redding, he found vandalism and pilfering still existing on a very large scale. He comments that every person who has personal property in a private place is required to have it placed in government storage at the earliest possible date.

In the cases of many evacuees who have accepted this suggestion

JAVENPORT IS NE. COUNSELOR

Volunteer evanport counselor of the Institute of Public and Social Administration of Michigan, arrived on the project Sunday to start work as a relocation counselor in Unit I.

She will be particularly interested in helping families to make relocation plans.

JOHN MAENO TO ARRIVE

John Maeno, attorney at law of senior and former Unit I attorney, will arrive about the 23rd of this month on his way to Los Angeles, where he will make preparations for the defense of the Allen Land Cases, known as case no. 28.

All those who have similar cases pending are urged to interview Mr. Maeno and contact him in the Unit 1 Legal Office.

and have requested the storing of their property in government warehouses, the movement to relocation areas has been quickly accomplished.

Mr. Schmitt reports that he had the opportunity to work with the NRA transportation division and to observe its movement in the Pacific areas. He found that they were exceptionally busy with the requests of people who are relocating.

The transportation department is attempting to give priority to the movement of property to relocatees. The evacuees can help one another materially by requesting movement of their property to government warehouses well in advance of the time they intend to relocate.

A. L. MIRIN VISITS PROJECT

A.L. Mirin, attorney of the Civil Liberties Union of Los Angeles, arrived on the project Monday morning to discuss matters of possible defense of the boys who are out on bond from their arrest for refusing induction.

Mr. Mirin is scheduled to arrive this afternoon to investigate the case thoroughly and talk to the boys.

GROUP LEAVES TO BE INDUCED

The second group of boys to be inducted in Phoenix left by bus at midnight last night. No names were released.
SUMMER ACTIVITY PROGRAM TO BE SPONSORED BY C.A.

A summer program of activities will be sponsored by the Community Activities in the school assembly hall every Tuesday and Friday evening commencing this Friday under the supervision of Misses Mary Wiseman and Donna Lepinskas.

Every Friday a fun frolic, "Caper Inn," will be in session at the Entertainments Dept. of the Community Activities this Friday, Saturday and Sunday at 8k. 32 yard, 8k. 99 and Central Pool, respectively, it was reported.

On tap will be "Halls Angels," starring Jean Harlow, James Hall and Ben Lyons. "Theels Across Africa," a movie of a perilous 24 months African trip is also scheduled.

For the sake of center sanitation, residents are asked to refrain from littering the movie grounds with cans, melon rinds and papers.

YBA CONTEST DEADLINE POSTPONED

It is announced by the YBA office that the deadline for the naming contest for the Bussei paper, originally set for July 14, has been postponed until a week after the publication of the first issue since a sufficient number of entries have not been submitted.

All entries must be made in English, and a cash award will be given to the winner. The contestant may be anyone except a member of the YBA cabinet. This, however, does not include the counciler.

The first edition of the paper will make its appearance on or about July 29 and will appear without a name.

FOUND: Pair of gold-rimmed glasses at Pool 21, Unit 1. See lifeguards at Pool 21.

BIRTH
To Mr. and Mrs. JENTARO EKIDANA, 60-7-B, formerly of Brewley, a boy, July 12.
To Mr. and Mrs. TAKUHI YOKOGAMA, 11-10-11, formerly of Watsonville, a girl, July 11.
To Mr. and Mrs. FRANK SEINGU, 13-11-15, formerly of Castroville, a boy, July 10.

"BLOCK MOTHERS" DISCONTINUED

With the opening of the Basic Distribution Center at Block 21-10-A Acting Chief Steward John L. Burdick, reports that all Nutrition Aide Services in the blocks will be discontinued releasing all who have held positions as "Block Mothers."

Although there is a Nutrition Aide in each block, it was stated that the majority of them are not performing the duties designated in the YBA Manual, 50-6.

VISITING SERVICEMEN

Camp Blanding, Fla.: S/Sgt. S. Matsumoto, b9-5-9; Orvsetanabe, 21-5-9; Pvt. Shigetsugi Morimura, 216-10-A.
Camp Shelby, Miss.: Cpl. Takashi Obata, 36-8-8; Joe Takayama, 3-11-A; Cpl. Paul Yokoi, 19-4-B; Pvt. Harry Iyama, 219-9-A.
Camp Crowder, Mo.: Cpl. Jimmy Nishimoto, 19-7-B; For Sill, Okla.: Cpl. Nishi, 4-10-A; Fort Douglas, Utah; Pvt. Sato, CDA, 327-5-A.
Fort McClellan Ala.: Pvt. Masato Uyeno, b-2-B; Camp Wolters, Texas; Pfc. Rinschi Matsumoto, 219-9-A.

YBA MEMBERS

YBA service will be held at Rec. Hall 43 Sunday at 9 p.m. instead of at block 13, reveals Mrs. Danny S. Yoshimura.

HILLS ANGELS" TO BE SHOWN

Special movies again will be shown by the Entertainments Dept. of the Community Activities this Friday, Saturday and Sunday nights at 8k. 32 yard, 8k. 99 and Central Pool, respectively, it was reported.

On tap will be "Hills Angels," starring Jean Harlow, James Hall and Ben Lyons. "Theels Across Africa," a movie of a perilous 24 months African trip is also scheduled.

For the sake of center sanitation, residents are asked to refrain from littering the movie grounds with cans, melon rinds and papers.
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DUE-SUNY

Briefly

EMMA

DUE-SUNY

DUE-SUNY

...their money order receipts which are issued at the Unit II post office for future reference. This is due to the fact that some residents have lost their receipts, and there has been too much confusion in tracing back to the original checks. We also reminded the residents that V-mail is restricted only to those who are serving overseas, and the postal charges are only six cents for V-mail air mail, and three cents for ordinary mail.

SPECIAL MOVIE

A benefit movie will be shown to the public on July 30, Sunday evening, at the Pottery Bowl sponsored by the Boston II High School. Their aim is to raise enough money to purchase a movie projector which will be used by Camp II exclusive. Donations will be accepted.

22O MUSTANGS WIN TROPHY

After putting up a good fight and showing good sportsmanship, the 220 Mustangs who rightfully deserve the trophy were in first place of the "Eye" football league for the second round. Following is the final league standing:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Team</th>
<th>Points</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>220 Mustangs</td>
<td>70</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>216 Bears</td>
<td>60</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>219 BUTTERS</td>
<td>50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>218 Broncos</td>
<td>40</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>211 Shamrocks</td>
<td>30</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>216 Gaissens</td>
<td>20</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Colleges Catalogs Available

at Poston Two High School

Dallas O. McEwen, principal of the Poston II School, disclosed that there is an almost complete collection of college catalogs on file in the high school office, and that anyone who is interested is invited to use the catalogs.

In the absence of Robert G. Wells, former student relocation counselor, he is assum-ing temporary duty of the student relocation counseling program.

He stressed the point that any interested persons, not only students, make appointments with him at the high school office in regard to planning their education and selecting colleges, or may look over the catalogs themselves if they wish. He also stated that they may not be removed from the office.

To make appointments for consultation with Mr. McEwen regarding student relocation and colleges, those interested are asked to phone 926-567.

TO AND FROM

Leaving last Sunday on indefinite trip to Philadelphia, Pa., were Haro and Pihoko Ichikawa.

Tuesday's departure on indefinite to Jersey City, were Haro, Enako, Schita, and Haro, Jr. Hamamoto; Cheyenne, Lucy and Izumo Yuda; Ohsuna, III., Jack Tenkaki; Philadelphi-a, Pa., Isaac Kaza-Da; Minakawa, Izo, Ando Iwami, and to Detroit, Mich., Tani, Kenotho, and Jeanette Yamamoto, Iako and Funiko Fuku-riki.

(C) 1944 The Daily Call.
At last! This isn’t rumor either. The Poston Square Garden pool actually will open its water surface to the public this Sunday, July 22, at 10 a.m. with Mrs. Burge cutting the ribbon.

Don your swimming trunks or suits and enter the following swimming contest—all free style:

1. Up to 12 years inclusive—prizes, 1st place, $2; 2nd place, $1; 3rd place, $1 in merchandise.

2. 13 and 16 years—prizes, 1st place, $3; 2nd place, $2; 3rd place, $1 in merchandise.

3. 17 years and up—prizes, $10 trophy, first place; $5 in merchandise for second and third place.

4. Girls open (no age limit)—prizes, first place, $3; second place, $2; third place, $1 in merchandise.

Anyone interested are asked to sign up at C.A. Office by Friday, July 21.

Judges for the contest are: onichi Asami, Yake Togawa and Taro Sako. Howard Hollenbeck will give the starting signal.

Diving and swimming exhibitions will also be held.

The pool will be open to the public in the afternoon.

The ribbon cutting of the swimming pool will be done by Project Director Duncan Yills.

BABY CONTEST PLANNED SUNDAY

In conjunction with the opening of the swimming pool, a baby contest for children three to six years inclusive will be held at Poston Square Garden from 9:30.

Prince and princess will be crowned at this time with three dollars prize going to the winners.

Judges for this contest will be Mrs. N. Burge, Mrs. Charles Hopkins, and Miss Alice Crube.

NEW OFFICERS

Masami Honda was re-elected again to pilot the Young Buddhists through the remaining course. He will be assisted by the following members of the cabinet:

1st Vice-Pres., Ruth Watanabe; 2nd Vice Pres., Bill Tsuji; Secretary, Misao Nakamura; treasurer, Kingo Fujimoto; editor, Masaru Okada; literary, Ichiro Okada; ass’t literary, Frank Shita; Social, Kiyoko Kawamoto; ass’t social, Anna Mae Muiho, Harry Kuranaga; Music chair, Miyoko Kaname; ass’t chairman, Lola Tanaka, Sekaye Inouye.

REV. TSUNODA TO BE HONORED

Under the sponsorship of YBA, Rev. N. S. Tsunoda will be honored at the second "Tamagumo" on Saturday, July 22 from 8:30 p.m. with devotional service held at 316 Buddhist Church followed by...at 316 dining hall.

Rev. Tsunoda will return to Japan sometime next month.

Also at this time, the newly elected YBA officers’ installation ceremony will be held with Rev. Tsunoda officiating.

MOVIE TONITE "C OMISSION GIRL" starring Olivia de Havilland, Sonny Tufts, and Anne Shirley at Poston Square Garden.

FOR SALE: Fan type cooler, interested party, inquire at 318-5-D.

In a snappy nine inning thriller, the Camp I Kaseis shut out the 308 Yankees 2-0.

Featuring 308 G.I. battery consisting of Ky Miyamoto and Shorty Okahara, the 308 team threatened to score first when on a hit and error Miyamoto got on 2nd. Then on a fielders choice he advanced to third. The Kaeis then pulled a snappy double play to end the threat.

The Kaeis had far better pitching of K. Yamaguchi, made their scores in the 4th when a runner advanced to third on an error, passed ball and stolen base. After scoring, a hit brought in the other run.

Catching for the Kaseis was C. Ura.

WIN 7-5

Edging out 306 7-5, the Buccaneers won their second game from 306 last Sunday night at 3:30.

The Buccaneers started the scoring in the last inning when J. Kushino hit a hot one to second, scoring E. Sogou for the first tally.

Immediately following A. Kaneyuki hit a homer into left, driving in two ahead of her.

The Buccaneers made their last tallies in the 4th when they scored 3 runs.

308 made their last tallies, one in the 5th and 6th, scoring two.

AB 3 2 0 0 2 0 0
B. Sago 
F. Keshara 3 0 2 0
J. Kushino 4 3 2
A. Kaneyuki 4 2 1 0
P. Date 2 0 0 0
V. Takeda 2 1 0 0
M. Fujimoto 0 0 0 0
H. Otsuki 4 0 0 0
A. Hashiguchi 3 0 0 0
M. Kikuchi 1 0 0 0
30 8 7 2
市民権取消法に側し注意

聯合軍は決定的だ

詩

公衆衛生に就いて

１号
近暑發行

前野藩士

【近暑發行】

前野藩士
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前野藩士
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MORE CALLED FOR PHYSICALS

SEABROOK FARM'S EMPLOYMENT MANAGER RECRUITING WORKERS ON PROJECT

Mr. Parcells's schedule was Camp III--Thursday morning, Camp II--Thursday afternoon and Camp I--Friday morning during which time many prospective workers were interviewed. More information regarding the farm may be obtained from the Unit Relocation Offices.

On the farm there are all types of employment--mechanics, office work, farm help and cannery work for all members of the family. The farm also operates a total acreage of 25,000 acres of truck crops and also purchases crops from surrounding farms. On the farm are a large canning, freezing, dehydrating and cold storage plant. They employ nearly 3,500 on the plant at the peak of the season with an additional 2,0000 for the farm alone.

Pre-Induction to be Held August 7

Forty-four Postonians names have been submitted by Sgt. R. L. Porter to report for their pre-induction exams on August 7 in Phoenix.

Of the 44 names submitted, Camp III ranks first with 24 names, Camp I with 12 and Camp II with 8.

The boys ordered to report are: Akira Hirose, 2-8-B; George Shiogli Tauchimoto, 2-15-B; Satoshi Nitta, 3-19-B; Tom Tomotsu Fujikawa, 11-11-B; Michael Tsunaji Kodani, 15-8-D; Onuki Fred Tashima, 31-1-K; Kenichi Nagase, 32-7-D; Tom Haruto Okita, 32-7-B; Takeshi Asao, 36-7-B; Yoshio Shigemura, 36-9-A; Henry Yutaka Sahara, 60-4-D; Joe Kanimesa, 14-5-B; Terry Masao Ogami, 205-1-Z; Yoshie Fuchie, 311-8-A; Hideo John Kanemura, 213-14-A; Masaru Higashii, 221-9-D; Eiichi Kubota, 222-4-B; Sueo Sakamoto, 288-8-B; Hideo Sató, 286-9-B; Tatsuo Fashimoto, 282-12-A; Shizuo Nagase, 305-8-A; Tamio Tomakawa, 305-8-D; Tom Saburo Namimatsu, 306-10-C; Lewis Kazuo Yamamoto, 306-12-B; Takayuki Naito, 307-6-C; Frank Yasuyuki Tanaka, 307-11-C; Ryoko Nakamura, 306-1-B; Tetsuro Tomokawa, 305-6-B; Ken Nakatsuka, 323-1-D; Hiroshi George Kizumura, 305-8-A; Kim Yu, 5-7-B; Isao Maekawasaka, 323-15-A; George Masanobu Maegaki, 322-8-A; Howard Tatsuo Osaki, 323-5-B.

PARCELLS

E. S. Parcells, Employment Manager of the Seabrook Farms, arrived in Poston Thursday to recruit farm families who are interested in a year-round placement at the Seabrook Farms in New Jersey and will leave Sunday.

POSTON BOYS WOUNDED IN ACTION

Four Poston boys were wounded in action in Italy, according to wires received from the War Department by relatives of the boys.

Those wounded are: Pvt. Kobe Shojo, formerly a Poston I High School teacher and of Upland, California, husband of Chizuko Shojo, 4-12-B; T/Sgt. Hayao Miyahara, formerly of Medfield, California, son of Mr. and Mrs. Shokioni Miyahara, 60-9-B; Samuel Yamaguchi of Oroshi, California, son of Mr. and Mrs. Yamaguchi, Block 39, and Noboru Togikera, formerly of Readley, California, son of Mr. and Mrs. Togikera of Block 39.

The wires stated that they were "slightly wounded." Wires will be advised as further reports of their condition is received by Ulio the Adjutant General.

SNEELSON RETURNS

Clifton E. Sneelson returned to the center from a week's vacation in Los Angeles Tuesday, and will resume his duties as project chief steward.
UNIT 1 HIGH SCHOOL

NEAR COMPLETION

"We hope to be able to open high school at the new plant in September with the use of the recreation halls in the nearby blocks," states Dr. Arthur L. Harris, Superintendent of Education.

The new high school plant upon completion will consist of one home economics building; four general class room units; four shop rooms 40 by 60 feet; auditorium with approximately five small class rooms and with additional rooms for storage, musical instruments, lockers and stage properties; and a text book store room.

The high school will have only 27 class rooms in comparison to the 36 class rooms of the elementary school. It will have on the other hand four double size shop rooms and two small rooms in the auditorium wing. The library will be larger the auditorium office as large and the administration building 50 per cent larger.

Poston's last chance for state accreditation will be in October when the school visitors arrive, therefore, it is quite urgent that the high school plant be finished by then, even though it may require volunteers to help from the community.

Several thousand adobe bricks still have to be made before the plant can be completed.

MOVIe SCHEDULE ANNOUNCED

Movie schedule for next week will be as follows: Monday, Tuesday, and Wednesday in Unit I, at the Central Swimming Pool, Bk. 59, and Bk. 18, respectively; Thursday, Bk. III, and Friday, Unit III.

The picture to be shown is "The Sky's The Limit," starring Fred Astaire and Joan Leslie.

LIBRARY TRAINING COURSE GIVEN

A library training course is now being conducted for high school girls under the supervision of Misses Ethel Manning and Blanche Armstrong.

The purpose of this course is to train girls for employment in libraries as clerical workers, reference librarians, and for work in stenotyping.

Workers in this line are in great demand on the outside, states David Conlin, acting vocational training supervisor.

It is planned to have a similar course for girls out of school in the fall.

PRE-INDUCTION AUGUST 7

Tommy Tasuro Kamiura, 323-4-D; Isacu Sem Takeshita, 323-5-B; Sasamu Robert Ida, 327-6-C; Tomizo Hirata, 328-6-C; Hieanari Sakamoto, 328-11-B; Kenji Sakamoto, 328-11-B; John Toboro Arakawa, 320-2-A; Hiroshi George Takayama, 317-11-A.

IN APPRECIATION

May we express our sincere appreciation to the doctors, hospital staff, nurses, and nurses' aides for their untiring and cheerful care rendered to our brother during the nine months that he was confined to the hospital.

We also wish to extend our deepest gratitude to friends for the many expressions of kindness and sympathy accorded us during our recent bereavement.

Mrs. Akino Esita and Frank

BIRTHS:

To Mr. and Mrs. SHI-GEISHI MATSUNO, 325-8-D, formerly of El Centro, a boy, July 15.

To Mr. and Mrs. SHI-HEI FRANK DOI, 328-13-B, formerly of Visalia, Calif., a son, July 15.

P.O. HANDLES THOUSANDS OF MAIL

Early in May, 1943, when the Poston project first began to send out its mail out, Earlon Gardner, with three assistances worked away in the hot warehouse on the floor amidst the dust in order that the mail might go through. At that time the present Post Office building had not been completed and there was no equipment available with which to work. The men worked away doing the best they could with what little equipment that they did have. The equipment was very limited.

As time marched on, the Post Office building was completed and the crew moved into the new building, ready to give the residents better service, for speed was in demand as the amount of mail was increasing daily.

At the present time the Post Office is handling over 175 money orders, 100-150 C.O.D.'s, approximately 2500 letters, and 35 registries per day with a personnel of 27. Poston's mail is now as large as the other city post offices.

The local Post Office, a branch of Phoenix office, is probably the farthest branch office from any Post Office. Phoenix is approximately 150 miles from the center.

FOUND: Corbin key in front of Post Office. Claim at Chronicle.
Gleanings

YESTERDAY...Oh, seek, my love, your newer way; I'll not be left in sorrow. So long as I have you yesterday, do take your damned tomorrow!—Dorothy Parker

"EEMA"—Replacing the versatile yaku who pulled out for the City of Liberty bell, we extend our best wishes to the young and brilliant "all-girls" staff. We were asked by the "EMA" to splash a few lines for a change of scenery, but since we are property men or artist we can't change the scene too much. And besides what would make better scenery then the sweet and charming "all-girls brigade"!

A "JAR" has been placed in the Council office. The three employees have gallantly decided to drop in a penny in this pint jar whenever they wagged a provocative tongue. It's a great idea, but they say it's really a "joker" on the pocketbook.

THINGS...have changed, haven't they? The ex-Postonites returning to Poston from the eastern cities are calmly declaring that "cooling off" here in Poston: The pride of Poston has reached a new low and our blood pressure has hit a new high in hearing these derogatory comments that Poston without its superb heat anyway!!!

—O-O-O—

TODAY...In youth, it was a way I had To do my best to please, And change, with every passing lead, To suit his theories.

USO WELCOMES MEN IN ENLISTED RESERVE AND VISITING SOLDIERS

Kenneth Mayeda, head of the Community Activities Unit II U.S.O., located in block 216-2 and 3, is now open to all soldiers visiting here.

10 FIREFRNM NEEDED

Due to manpower shortage caused by relocation, ten more firemen are needed at the present time.

Harley Footman explained that middle-aged men are preferred since the younger ones tend to relocate or are getting drafted into the Army. He further stated that he would like his quota filled by paid firemen and the volunteer system would not know what to do in case of fire.

Firemen will be needed only if they come to the fire station. It was also declared that all firemen should be on call whether on duty or not and that the fire chief should have the firemen understand this fact.

HARRY YAGI REPLACES KEN SATO

Harry Yagi, who has been working for the Employment Office since the beginning of Poston, has replaced Ken Sato, who left recently for outside employment, as the Assistant Relocation Advisor, it was announced by Herbert S. Carter, Acting Relocation Advisor.

NOTICE: The date of the special benefit movie, to be sponsored by the school, has been changed to July 31st. But now I know the things I know, And do the things I do: And if you do not like me so, To hell, my love, with your adored lady!—Dorothy Parker

CAMP III TO SPONSOR SHIBAI AT COTTONWOOD BOWL NEXT MONDAY NIGHT

REGULAR MOVIE NIGHT CHANGED

Next Tuesday will be special movie showing "Frontier Bad Men" starring Robert Paige, Anne Gwynne, and Diana Barrymore.

Regular movie will be held on Friday, instead of Wednesday, at the Cottonwood Bowl it was revealed by Kenneth Mayeda of Community Activities. "The Sky's The Limit" co-starring Donald O'Connor and Leslie will be shown.

JULY 22, 1944

POSTON II
HIROSHI NAKAMURA CLAIMS UNIT III EDITOR AS BRIDE

Miss Misao Oda, eldest daughter of Mr. and Mrs. J. Oda of Bld. 328, formerly of Needham, Cali., became the bride of Hiroshi Nakamura, Bld. 309, and formerly of Arroyo Grande, Cali., in simple but impressive rites performed by the Rev. Y. Sekino at 309 Buddhist Church, Tuesday afternoon, July 18.

The bride wearing a lovely white suit with matching accessories, was a picture of loveliness as she approached the altar on the arm of her father, J. Oda. She carried an exquisite bouquet of orchids.

Miss Matsue Oda, sister of the bride, attended the maid of honor. Carrying a bouquet of pink roses, she was attired in a light blue ensemble. Acting as the best man was Ben Sekishiro.

Miss Akio Tauchiya played the traditional wedding march.

A reception followed immediately after the ceremony at 307 dining hall.

Hisaao, a press member ever since her arrival in Poston is at present, editor of Unit III Chronicle. She was a star guard for the Needham Manjites and also one of the all-star guards of Unit III. Hiroshi is at present working for the Unit I Maintenance Department.

The newlyweds will make their home in Block 307. Baishakunins for the couple were Mr. and Mrs. E. Inouye and Mr. and Mrs. Takeo Tsuchiyama.

318 WINS "A" SOFTBALL TITLE

TEAM | GP | TIED | W | L
318 | 13 | 1 | 9 | 3
325* | 11 | 8 | 3 | 230* | 10 | 8 | 2 | 6
320* | 12 | 9 | 3 | 280* | 9 | 2 | 6
320* | 8 | 2 | 6
317* | 13 | 1 | 1 | 1 *dropped out of league.

BUDHISTS PLAN OBON FESTIVAL

Plays are underway for the third annual Obon celebration on August 5 and 6 under the sponsorship of the Unit III Y.B.A. and Buddhist Church.

Services will be held on August 5 from 8:30 p.m. at the amphitheater stage and Obon dancing will be performed at 9:00 P.M. (between main canteen and wading pool).

Ondori practices under the supervision of Sunday School director and talented dancers will commence from Tuesday, July 26 at 2:00 P.M.

Resident young and old are asked to join in the practices which will continue nightly except on movie nights.

Families whose relatives have died during the year, either inside the center or outside, are requested to send the names of the deceased to the Buddhist Church office, 310-7-A, by July 31.

SPECIAL MOVIES TO BE HELD

Unit 3 Entertainment Dept. again will present to the residents of this unit a special double feature on Monday, July 24, at P.S.C. from 9:30 P.M. Picture to be presented will be "Frontier Badmen," a vigorous action melodrama starring Robert Paige, Anne Gwynne, and plane. "Desert Mystery" starring Johnny Weissmuller, Nancy Kelly, Otto Kruger. Also, "Paleface U.P."

CAMP 4 DEFEATS 10ettes 13-9

Playing the champion Camp I 10ettes, the Camp IV girls nine defeated them by a 13-9 score in an exhibition game played Tuesday evening at 330.

Although the 10ettes outhit Camp IV, they could not muster up enough power to hold down the Camp IV team.

In the fourth, Camp 4 really got on the bandwagon to score seven runs, two on base on balls with bases loaded.

With M. Hatada chucking and M. Takehashi behind the plate, Camp 4 rinked up its scoring in the seventh inning.

The 10ettes scored in the sixth and made the last inning stand to score three runs.

Batters for 10ettes: T. Kodama, pitcher; A. Kimoto, catcher.

DEPARTURES

Wednesday, July 12


Thursday, July 13

TRANSFER: Ketsutoshi, Mitsuko, and Yoshika Murakami 307, Mantzner.

Friday, July 14

INDIVIDUALS: Naokichi 318, Chicago.

SHORT TERM: Shigeta, Chiyeko, and Emiko Kodama 318, Hiver, Ariz.

Saturday, July 15


(AUTOED: One boy to work in unit III Tofu Factory.)

SWIMMING CONTEST SIGN-UP, DEADLINE TODAY.
The underdog Breeze nine suddenly found their batting eyes and retorted all assorted blows off of hurler Ikanaga to throw a scare into the Los Pepe's second place hopes before going down to a narrow 6-5 defeat.

By virtue of their victory the Los Pepes are now assured of at least a tie for the runner up spot.

With Kito working the hill for the Breeze, the Los Pepe nicked him for 2 quick runs in the second on Oda's circuit blow with Kobukun on base. Coming back in the third to tie it up with two runs on singles by Sasaki; Sus Meri and an error, the Breeze went ahead in the 5th on another pair of tallies.

They got one of these, back in the 6th on Oda's double and Kobukun's single to make the count 4-3.

The next frame found the score 5-3, Breeze on Yoshida's second double and S. Mii's single but the Pepe tied at 5 all without a hit in the 8th when the Breeze defense cranked to commit 2 errors.

The winning tally in the 9th came with one out on consecutive singles by Ebow and Miyata and a long fly by Kobukun. J. Yoshida with 2 doubles led a single hit led the 11 hit assault on Ikanaga, while Edo of the victors gathered two of the 7 hits off of Kito.

BUCCANEERS JUMP LUVANAS 6-3

Behind the effective 3-hit hurling of southpaw A. Hashiguchi and the brilliant hitting of shortstop K. Sago, the Buccaneers overcame their inter-city rivals with the Luvanass at one, game each with a P-victory.

Although able to salvage A. Nakamoto for only 6 blows the Buccaneers combined three of the six in the 3rd frame with 2 errors and 2 base of balls to score 5 runs.

The Luvanass scored lone tallies in the first, fourth and sixth frames. The latter two tallies coming as a result of home runs by K. Sekamoto. The other hit, a single, was garnered by A. Sakura.

A. Nakamoto in addi-

KASEIS CAPTURE "AA" CROWN; CHAMPS VANQUISH B.HAWKS 11-4

Another victory and the AA crown went to the Kaseis team when they proved their superiority by dropping the Blackhaws 11-4.

Orida started on the mound and held the opponents to five hits and two runs in five frames. The Blackhaws gathered these 2 runs in the first when Shimamura doubled and Chi-no walked and came home as Kameda singled. Meanwhile the Kaseis tallied a single run in the first from K. Yamaguchi's double and another in the third when K. Yamaguchi walked and led home on Sato's single.

Okuma slammed one of Kuromo's fast balls for a circuit blow in the top half of the fourth to add another and in the fifth the Kaseis sent across three more runs on five singles to hold a 6-2 lead.

Ace hurler K. Yamaguchi took over in the sixth to pass cut a double to Kuromo and a single. Shimamura to score 2 runs; The Kaseis went on a scoring spree in the seventh on doubles by K. Sekamoto, G. Ura and a single by M. Okuma plus two errors for 5 runs.

The Blue Jays jumped the gun in the first frame with three runs and continued scoring eight more in the second and another in the third. They scored in the fourth and fifth, but came back in the sixth to give their final touch and end the game, 14-0.

BLUE JAYS SHUTOUT BOMBARDIERS, 14-0

The undefeated Blue Jays continued with their flight to 'outly the Bombardiers, 14-0; to their destination, championship, Thursday on Field 12.

A. Matsui, M. Nogase and Y. Nakashima led the winner's batting average with 3 for 5, while Ono of the losers hit 2 for 3. B. Moto of the winners allowed only four scattered hits, while the Jays"
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WATER SITUATION IS SERIOUS; CONSERVATION DEMANDED

Civil Affairs Training School needs 20 Nisei

The Civil Affairs Training School at Stanford University is in need of twenty Nisei men as conversationalists and drill-leaders of small groups of officers in the Japanese language.

The Civil Affairs Training School is preparing the Army for the responsibilities of military government in enemy territory in the period immediately following the cessation of hostilities. An important phase of this training is to develop considerable proficiency in speaking and understanding the spoken language.

Employment for this work will begin immediately and will last until July 1, 1945, and possibly until October 1, 1945. (cont. page 2, col.1)

Now Exceeding 3,000,000 Gallons Daily in Unit One

The use of water has reached the danger point. Entirely too much water has been used lately by residents. Unless drastic steps are taken to care for the acute shortage of water, Poston will face a great catastrophe.

In the last few days the amount of water used on the project has jumped to alarming proportions, according to a memorandum issued by Duncan Mills, project director. Much of this water has been wasted. In Unit I the amount of water used on July 10 was over three million gallons; this was the same as 200 gallons per person for 24 hours.

"For the protection of the residents we will have to take drastic steps to remedy this situation. I know that if the residents fully understand the danger they will cooperate in conserving water. Two million gallons is the maximum amount within the safe limits of our plant in Unit I. When the use exceeds this amount, in order to protect the community, it will be necessary to cut off the water supply," states Duncan Mills.

If the amount of water used lately continues the pumps will soon be useless in a short time. Equipment will be worn out, and the wells will be filled with sand, because it is more than can be pumped out of the wells.

In order to avoid cut-off of water, it will be necessary for the residents to cut their use of water by one-third.

MISSING COOK

STILL UNFOUND

Joe Yoshiteru, Fujisawa, a 58 year-old kitchen helper, is still missing from his apartment, 26-14-A, since July 11, according to Charles Harper, Chief of Internal Security.

The missing was last seen July 11 at 9 p.m. on the west bank of the canal west of block 26. He is of medium build, has chapped skin, and wears a mustache, reports Tanachiro Yoshikawa, block 26 manager. Anyone seeing the missing man please notify the Police Department.

RECRUITER HERE FOR SEABROOK FARMS

E. Stanley Parcella, Employment Manager of the Seabrook Farms, arrived Wednesday to recruit 500-550 workers for the farm in New Jersey and left Sunday morning for Gilat. He is expected again tonight and will remain on the project until Friday.

On the farm there is almost any kind of employment available with a minimum wage of 50 cents per hour. Operations on the farm are so large that individuals can put in as many hours as they desire, according to Thomas Masuda and George Nishita, who visited the firm.

There are 244 apartments and dormitories for families minimum rent is one to three hundred for 50 a month and depending on the size, and dormitories for single men and women at $8 a week with room and board.

A mass meeting for all those interested will be held tomorrow evening at loc 27 at 7:30.
C.A.T. IN NEED OF 20 NISEI NAMES FOR ADMINISTRATOR

It is not necessary that the Nisei have skill or previous experience as language teacher, although this would be valuable. They must be capable of conducting conversational practice in Japanese among a small group of officers of ages from 35-55. Wherever possible it is preferred that the Tokyo dialect be used.

The War Department has indicated that a salary of about $180 per month should be the standard remuneration for this service. Dormitory accommodations on the campuses at reasonable rates will be available for single men and single women. Family accommodations are not available.

Anyone accepted for this position will be allowed to return to California.

SCHOOL NEWS

Mr. and Mrs. Ray Franchi left Sunday night for Richmond, Calif., where they have accepted teaching positions.

Mr. Franchi was a junior core teacher last semester and Mrs. Franchi was an elementary school teacher.

Miss Estelle Hinson, core supervisor, returned to the project Sunday from her home in Fletcher, Okla.

Miss Mary Jesse will leave in the near future on a lecturing tour in the East. She will lecture in West Virginia and Indiana during the month of August under the auspices of the Northern Baptist Church.

English grammar class will start again under the instruction of Miss Mary Wiseman Thursday at 7 p.m.

LOCAL COUNCIL HELD WEDNESDAY, JULY 27, 1944

CITY PAGE

At a meeting of the committee of six to submit the position of unit administrator, the men local council held Wednesday, July 27, 1944. The members were elected to the position of unit administrator. The men are Minato Okawara, chairman; Dr. M. Sawayama, vice chairman; and M. Nagai. These men will also be selected at the block manager's meeting to be held today to serve on the committee.

These men will nominate two or three men and submit them to Duncan Mills, project director, who will appoint the administrator.

Also at the meeting the representatives from the boy and girl scouts spoke on their activities and the problem of requesting financial aid. The local council allocated $110 to the boy scouts and $35 to the girl scouts, which will be used for the benefit of the whole scout troops.

FUN FROLIC IS SUCCESS

The first Fun Frolic, "Caper Inn," sponsored by the Community Activities under the supervision of Misses Mary Wiseman and Donna Lapinskas, was held in the school assembly hall with approximately 600 people attending.

Various games indoors and outdoors were featured for all those who attended. Some of the different games which were offered were: cards, checkers, Chinese checkers, anagrams, bingo, ping-pong, shuffleboard, etc.

Next Friday more games will be added.

Tonight the dance practice will be held in the assembly hall with the Blue Jays as hosts.

WANTED TO BUY: Washing-machine and home movie projector. Mr. Kishiyama, 21-11-4.

Lost: A pair of rimless glasses in light brown case. Lost between Bikes 6 and 35.

Return to Unit 1 Chronicle.
The Boston II department lost two of its most efficient workers when Taro Yamagami and Joe Water left for Denver, Colo., and Minneapolis, Minn., respectively. To ease the loss, John Hayashi, who recently returned from seasonal work, is again at work for the

**EVACUEE MAY VOTE FOR PRESIDENTIAL ELECTION**

The Unit II Legal Division today announced that right to vote has not been affected by the evacuation. Evacuees are still residents of California and can vote for presidential election. Absentee ballots can be obtained by writing to County Clerk in which evacuee resided prior to Boston.

It is urged that every evacuee should exercise his right to vote and is a duty to perform as a citizen of the United States.

Detailed information may be obtained at the Legal Office.

**SUMMER SCHOOL BEING HELD**

Summer school is being held three times weekly at the 221 Christian Church morning classes from 9:30 to 11:00 o'clock for grammar school students and evening classes from 7:30 to 9:00 for high school students. Everyone is cordially invited to attend.

**LOST:** A gold colored, diamond, wrist watch in 210 Latrine. Please return to Mary Kawashima.

**AVERAGE BATTING REPORT**

**PLAYER**  **G**  **AB**  **HI**  **LS**  **AV.**  **1944**

Hay Kondo  6  16  8  500  14  108.82

Uko  7  21  10  464  14  108.82

Sora Hayashi  7  28  13  464  14  108.82

Hideo Tokumitsu  7  19  8  420  18  216.78

Satoshi Kudo  7  22  9  400  19  216.78

Sora Hayashi  7  30  12  400  19  116.76

**MRS. ICHIKAWA**

Funeral services for the late Mrs. Ake Ichikawa, 67, Hananomakino, or Salinas, Calif., who passed away last Wednesday night at the Poston General Hospital, will be held this morning at 9 o'clock at the Buddhist Church.

She is survived by three sons here in Poston Lake.

**ODDLES OF ORCHIDS**

...to the Ag dept. for the delicious melons they have been harvesting and delivering to the residents and to the hard working workers of different departments.

**WITH DELIGHTFUL FOOD and drinks, the residents of block 229 celebrated their second anniversary in Poston last Thursday evening.**

**ON THE WAY to work one day, we met an old friend who said, "I didn't know whether you were coming or going 'cause your race is the same color as your hair." Cut came the umbrella, up it went and now we are trying our best to improve our color.**

**ICHIKO TSUBUCHI, better known as "Tornado" is now the secretary to the block manager of 229. She had been previously employed at the Poston Home in 201.**

**229 KUSTANGS who rightfully deserve and fought hard to get was presented their trophy by Tony Nakasugi, head Atlas die manager, at the "Induction hall" held recently at the 221 Dining Hall.**

**229 "Aye", "Be", and the Junior team received their medals for softball championship they won this season.**

**THAT HILL**

...to a special movie tonight at the Bowl.
FINAL GIRLS BALL STANDING

Following is the final standing of the girls' softball league as released by Ruth K. Nakashiki, head of Girls Athletic Dept.

TEAM | W | L
---|---|---
Camp 4 | 8 | 1
Block 308-05 | 7 | 2
Block 326-27 | 5 | 4
Buccaneers | 3 | 6
Block 308 | 2 | 7
Block 316 | 0 | 5

JR. BOY'S SOFTBALL SKED

Following is the Junior League schedule for the period between July 26 to August 2.

Thursday, July 27
318 vs 322 at 330 Pl.'
Friday, July 28
308 vs 330 at 330 Pl.
Monday, July 31
316 vs 317 at 317 Pl.
Wednesday, August 2
308 vs 322 at 330 Pl.

This is for the second round.

BADMINTON OPENS

All those interested in badminton, both boys and girls are asked to sign up at C.A. Office, 310-3-A or Rec. 300 by this week.

DEPARTURES

Tuesday, July 18
INDEFINITE: Yasue Sato 329, Chicago, Ill.
Kenji Tashiro 305, Chicago, Ill.
Kamekichi and sademe Taku 306, Elberta, Utah.
YOORI: Roy Ishihita 329, Denver, Colo.
Ruth and May Takayama 317, Phoenix.
VISITORS: Joe Takayama, Phoenix; Joe Abe, 318, Ben King 316, Cila, Ariz.; Hariko Ishihata 329, Chicago.

Monday, July 17
SHORT TERM: Sawam and Richihabsuro Nakamoto 318, Brighton, Colo.
VISITORS: Ky Miyamoto, Camp Walters, Texas.

Friday, July 21
INDEFINITE: Hataye Hiroe 387, St. Louis, Missouri.

Monday, July 24
COUNCILMAN INTRODUCED

Naojiro Kita, new councilman from Block 325, was introduced to the body at the weekly meeting of the community council, July 19.

ROKU III HONOR RELOCATES

Last Wednesday night was the date of a farewell social, for relocates sponsored by the boys of Roku III at the 323 Mess Hall. Featuring dancing and refreshments, the party was judged successful.

HOUSING FROZEN

According to Fusae Ishido, head of Unit III Housing Department, all moves will be frozen until further notice.

APPRECIATION

We wish to extend our words of gratitude to the people of Poston for their kindness and thoughts upon our departure to Minneapolis, Minnesota.

Mrs. K. Natsushima
Bernice Matsushima

INDEFINITE: Tayeko Osaka 308, Layton, Ohio.
VISITORS: Katsugoro Andow 308, Kenji Osaka 308, Layton, Ohio.

Tuesday, July 25
INDEFINITE: Sho Miyamoto 316, Chicago;
The highly classed 306-05 team bowed before the 10-ettes 11-6, Wednesday evening on Field 39. Although the 306-05 threatened their opponents in the fifth inning, they were unable to pull ahead. Iron-man chucker, T. Kodama, after throwing a losing game to Roko 4 the first time, held the opponents to 8 hits and 10 walks, while the losing southpaw chucker, H. Nagata, allowed 10 hits and K'd 3.

The 10-ettes scored 2 runs apiece in the first and third and when T. Kodama and Y. Naka-
mura hit for circuit blows with one aboard. The 306-05 sent across lone runs in the second and fourth when H. Kodama scored both runs to make the count 4-2. The 10-ettes once again brought their vaunted hitting power into play to tally 3 runs in the fifth frame on doubles by N. Nagata and H. Sugita. 306-05 came back with 3 counts in the 6th when shucker Kodama walked 3 batters and allowed a single raising the score to 7-5.

In the sixth stanza the 306-05 tallied a lone run on a walk and a double by C. Ozawa, while the 10-ettes went ahead scoring 4 runs on three consecutive singles by Suzi, Sugita and Kodama, ending the game 11-6.

10-ettes R K E 202 034 X 11 10 2
306-05 010 181 0 6 6 11
T. Kodama & H. Kimoto; T. Nagata & C. Ozawa.
在京の米米捕虜
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Masauda Tenjers

Resignation

From Thomas Masauda, present chairman of the community council of Poston, a letter dated July 19, has been received by the community council, in which Mr. Masauda tendered his resignation as chairman.

He wrote: "It is with a great deal of regret that I am writing this letter. I wish to thank the council in giving me the honor of the chairmanship of the group. However, I find now that I will be in Chicago at least for several months longer and therefore, I regretfully tender my resignation as your chairman.

"The community council has a great responsibility to the residents of Poston and I wish you all individually and as a group, every success in your efforts. If I can be of any assistance to you in Chicago or wherever I may be, I wish you would feel free to write to me. Please extend to all residents of Poston my best regards and wishes for their future success and happiness.

"In closing, I wish to thank you again for the honor you have bestowed upon me and convey to you my regrets for having been of so little help to you."

Cozzens Here

R.B. Cozzens, assistant WRA director, has been visiting the project during the past week with his wife and daughter. Mr. Cozzens arrived Saturday night from San Francisco and will leave tonight.

PERSONS WHO REFUSED INDUCTION ELIGIBLE FOR PROJECT JOBS

Information was released by Philip J. Cassilly, Personnel Officer, on Tuesday that persons who refused pre-induction physical examinations or induction into the armed services were eligible for project employment under the provisions of Section 60.5.9, of the Project Employment Handbook with the following limitations:

1. Return of a former employee to the job which he formerly occupied is not guaranteed where this procedure is considered detrimental to project operations.
2. Employment of the

PROPERTY OFFICER ON TRIP

R.W. Schmidt,muevee Property Officer, left the Project Tuesday morning, July 28, for Oakland, Calif., to attend the funeral of his brother, he stated he expected to be back the first of August.

MANPOWER COMMISSION MAKES FOUR RECOMMENDATIONS

Four decisions for submission to the Project Director were made by the manpower Commission at the last two meetings July 7 and 24, according to R.W. Neverland, Supply Officer. The first recommendation was that Community Enterprises workers be paid according to the job titles and pay rates used for other Project employees.

The second recommendation was for two additional cooks in the hospital and§10 pay rate for the cooks and one storekeeper.

The third was that all boys returned from Phoenix on bond because of selective service action be made eligible for employment on the Project.

The fourth was that salary rates for six dispatchers in the Motor Pool be raised by F.J. Casilly, Personnel Officer, with a view to rewriting the job analysis.

It was also reported at the meeting that the WRA Washington Office had turned down Project's request for providing work tents to tomato pickers.
KOBAYASHI-Ishino WED IN NATION'S CAPITAL

Washington, D.C., July 15—The most recent of nine weddings of evacuee couples which have taken place in the Nation's capital since early last year was celebrated here on June 15, when Mary Kobayashi, formerly of Santa Ana, Calif., and the Colorado River Relocation Center, became the bride of Iwa Camo, formerly of San Diego and Colorado River.

This is the first wedding between registrants to result from a romance that began in Washington. Eight other marriages, or united pairs of young Nisei who had become friends, were at the various centers and, in some instances, on the Pacific Coast prior to evacuation.

The Kobayashi-Ishino wedding was held in the garden of Mrs. Nainoa Davis' home, in which Mrs. Nainoa Nishihara has been living for some time. The bride is attending business college here and the bridegroom is employed by the Office of War Information.

In five of the local weddings, a Nisei soldier in the United States Army, or in training in this country, was the bridegroom. Yori Shimakawa, formerly of San Francisco and Central Utah Relocation Center, became the wife of Saburo Ishino, also from Central Utah and now in Italy with the 442nd Combat Team, while he was in Washington on furlough in May, 1943. More recently, another couple were married to the 442nd Combat Team. George Tashima, of the Colorado River, and Miss Sally Kawamoto, from Hasegawa, Hiroshi Sumida, a volunteer from Minidoka, whose wife is another Miss Mary Kobayashi, also from Minidoka.

Two bridegrooms in service are still in training in the United States. They are Paul Matsuguchi, now at Camp Savage, whose wife is the former Minako Kagemoto—both from Central Utah; and Robert Ota, a recent inductee formerly of San Francisco and Tulare Lake, who married Teikoku Kenda, of Sacramento and Tulare Lake.

SPECIAL MOVIE TO BE SHOWN

Special movies will again be shown, sponsored by the Entertainment Division of Community Activities, Saturday, July 26, at Block 15 yard, Saturday, July 26, at the Central Swimming Pool. They will be: "Reminisce We Build," "The Ninth Inning," and "Road to Rhymtine."

BIRTHS

To Mr. and Mrs. Johnny S. Kadotani, 33½, formerly of Santa Cruz, a boy, July 10, 1944.

To Mr. and Mrs. Glenn Sogo, 19-3, formerly of Bakersfield, a boy, July 15.

VISITING SERVICEMAN

Mitsugi Kauda from Camp Shelby, Miss., at Block 43-5-6.

SUPERVISED HOUSING FOR YOUNG GIRLS OFFERED

Believed to be the first time permanent, carefully supervised housing has been offered especially for young girls in any city, unaccompanied housing for younger girls is available in Chicago, according to a release received July 12 from the Chicago WRA, St. Mary's School for Girls, 2432 W. Jackson Blvd., maintained by nuns of the Episcopal Church, offers housing to 25 to 35 girls.

Reservations should be made at once through the Chicago Metropolitan District Office, or directly through the School, 2432 W. Jackson Blvd., Chicago.

MEIONS, SHIRO URI, BEING HARVESTED

With melon season reaching its peak, 60,000 pounds of watermelon and 44,000 pounds of honeydew are being harvested. Also, 7,500 pounds of shiro uri are being harvested.

WANTED TO BUY: Judo suits, S. Tatsuno Hagi, 44-3-6.

FOUND: Petticoat woman. Owner please claim at Central Swimming Pool. Finder please return to 11-6-A, or Chronicle Office.

APPRENTICES TrAInED IN BEAUTY SHOPS

An apprentice training program in beauty shops was started here June 1, to train girls as beauticians, according to David Conlin, American Beauty School. The requirements of the training are 1,000 hours of training in 18 months. Requirements are patterned according to those of the California State Board. At present there are nine apprentice students in the camp. Students are required to attend lectures on sanitation, sterilization, and hygiene, and study diseases. Classes on the latest developments in cosmetology, are also to be given.

WANTED TO BUY: Japanese woman, Owner please claim at Central Swimming Pool.
"Sad"...

...stepped lightly on our door, and stepped quietly into the chronicle office as "Emma" yelled an unladylike, "Come in!" in answer to our queries of the outside, he answered, "The ticket..."

"Emma"--"Blonde!"

He--"No, black hair."

"Emma"--"Brown eyes?"

He--"I didn't look at her that close."

"Emma"--"How tall?"

He--"5'1."

"Emma"--"That's her father-like?"

He--"He wasn't there. She has a brother though, but I could run faster than he."

Yes, the outside has educated you, "Sad"!!!

At CAF... that the hostel in Philadelphia was once filled with none but people from Boston I, II, and III, believe it or not.

...that Philly is a big place and the weather is very sultry. Boston, compared to Philly, is a cool place.

...that no matter how hot it is there, men are expected to keep their costs on at all times.

CELEBRATING... the combined victory for the softball "Aye" league champ, the 220 Mustangs sponsored a dance last Sunday night at their "Station", which proved to be a success.

COMING SOON... will be the special picture, "Jinks and land" starring Brian Donley and Robert Preston. This movie is to be shown by the school.

KAIG NEW UNIT HIGH SCHOOL SOCIAL SCIENCE TEACHER

Norman Kaig, formerly of Chicago and a future Boston II-high school social science teacher, is interested in organizing a free discussion group.

CONSERVE WATER WARNS UYENO

The rect that too much water is still being used by the residents was stressed by Project Administrator, Kenji Uyeno. who asked that all possible cooperation be given.

The major cause of the usage is due to the increased number of coolers in use. A rough census taken last week, it was round that there were 738 coolers in use in Camp II.

VISITING SERVICEMEN


SEWING MACHINES MAY BE REPAIRED

Anyone whose machine need be fixed may give their name and address to the block manager for repair.

"AYE" LEAGUE ALL-STAR SELECTION ANNOUNCED

At the close of the second round softball league, the following All-Star selection of the "Aye" circuit was made by the opponent teams.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Pos.</th>
<th>Player</th>
<th>Team</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>P</td>
<td>Kazuto Yanigushi</td>
<td>220</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C</td>
<td>Sox Hayashi</td>
<td>240</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1b</td>
<td>Thomas Sono</td>
<td>226</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2b</td>
<td>Sus Nita</td>
<td>219</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sb</td>
<td>Joe Iwate</td>
<td>221</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SS</td>
<td>Tony Hakazaki</td>
<td>211</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>L.F.</td>
<td>Koso Yamamoto</td>
<td>221</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C.F.</td>
<td>Yozo Teraji</td>
<td>211</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>R.F.</td>
<td>Sully Matsui</td>
<td>219</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

"Unanimously chosen as the outstanding player of the "Aye" league.

NEW RULE ON MESSAGE TO JAPAN

It was disclosed by Ichiji Noshiki of the unit I Legal Division today that according to new instructions, those persons may send message to Japan in every three months. He stated that all messages are sent free and his office staff will be glad to help you in sending the message.

AYAKO MATSUOTO HITS 9 COUT OF II

Ayako Matsuoto, a member of the 227 girls' junior softball team got nine hits out of eleven times up at bat. While the batting average of the whole team was .243, she averaged .516.

FOR SALE: Large size cooler, ask at 201-1-
WATERMELON FIGURES RELEASED

According to Kauy
Mr. Limura, Agriculture De
partment head, 192,413 lb.
Or watermelons were harvested by this
department during the per
iod of July 3-22. The harvest
ning is now completed.
The production was heaviest on July 7, with
17,600 lbs. delivered. The lightest harvest
ning was the ending
data, July 22 with
7,200 lbs.

SERA, YABUTA CROWNED

Cute little Tetsuo
Sera and Tomiko Yabuta
were crowned prince
and princess by Mrs.
Morris Burge at the baby
contest held in con
junction with the open
ning of the pool at the
picturesque wading pool
Project Director,
Duncan Mills officially
opened the children's pool by cutting
its tape.

Judges for this con
test were Mrs. Morris
Burge, Mrs. C. G. Pop-
kins, and Miss Alice
Greer.

Incidentally, Tomiko
was chosen "Personaliti
Baby" at a Baby
Show at the last Misei
Week held in Los An-
geles in 1941.

war with the country
which I know and of
which I am a citizen;
which has suspected as
spies, Misei of Ameri
cans have traveled
there, a country which
I could not reasonably
hope to reach until
some time after the
way, while I was in the
meantime stagnated, as
I have found myself
tending to do already?
And when we answer
squarely and thought
fully—we shall be pro
pagandizing—but it
shall not be "lies,
boy lies". It will be
TRUTH.

CONTRIBUTION

SWIMMING POOL OPENS

What a joyous and
cooling sight to see
the long awaited Pocon
Square Garden Swimming
Pool open its beauti
ful "aquarium". Visitors
to the public are the
gala opening service
held at the pool, Sun
day morning, July 22.

Duncan Mills, chairman of the P.S.G. committee
and C.G. coordinator
served as chairman and
introduced the follow-
ning speakers: Sen. Saka
gawa, Red Cross; Mr.
Namiki, Community coun-
cil; Duncan Mills, Pro-
ject Director; and Mor-
ris Burge.

Mr. Burge cut the
tape officially to
open the pool.

Swimming contest that
followed showed few
contestants due to
lack of practice. How
ever, the Unit I and
II gained enjoyment to
the spectators with
their skills in diving
and swimming in exhi-
bition.

The contest were won
by the following: (up
to 12 years group)
Mataro Shinten, 1st
place; David Kikuchi,
2nd; Yvonne Yokota, 3rd;
and Takashi Kayada, 4th.

Joe Miyoshi of Red
Cross Life Guard capped
the beautiful gold tro-
phy in above 17 years
old group. Shek Masa-
oka, Mike Ota, and Sa-
keye Matsumoto placed
2nd, 3rd, and 4th respec-
tively.

All contestants re-
ceived prizes.

REPLACEMENTS MADE

Yoshio Kobayashi, formerly
of survey
crew has replaced Ki-
yokichi Uematsu as
head Field Crew Divi-
sion.

Bachi Yamamoto suc-
ceded Yasuburo Tanase
as its head in Truck
Crew Division.

LOWE TOWING "SKIS THE LIMIT" sta-
ring Fred Asaide and
Joe Leslie at P. S. G.
新服
第三館夜殿

帰加と民権の確認を呼ぶ
三日条市民連に提訴
合衆国司法裁判所正式に受理

佐藤藤子

休暇訪問中の軍人来日
三館有USOでは大歓迎

蘇生蓮有子備
邦民統制

警察田長

警備役

出所椚台所の出勤

佐藤健民氏

消防署長

不正救火

世話人

会葬

儀礼

衆議院下連合会合名義

外務相

報道官

日本文化庁

外交官

帰国

新服
COZZENS SPEAKS ON WRA PROGRAM

At a special staff meeting Wednesday, R. B. Cozzens, chairman of the Poston WRA program, commented on various aspects of the WRA program, according to Morris Surge, deputy project director.

He repeated what he has often been said by various officials, that the major job of the WRA and the project is relocation, indicating that out of 107,000 only 24,000 so far have relocated. He opened the biggest job of the WRA was ahead in the successful settlement of the remaining population.

He outlined some major problems in respect to evacuate property on the coast. He believes the evacuees should be encouraged to settle property affairs on the coast as soon as possible, and certainly before relocating. He said to save time and expense whenever possible WRA representatives in San Francisco should be given power of attorney when they are called in to investigate property matters.

He brought encouraging news of the reversible publicity being given to soldiers in San Francisco and requested the project to send all stories about soldiers to his office.

He believed that even when the West Coast area is open, evacuees should be encouraged to resettle in the Middle West and East.

Mr. Cozzens left Thursday morning, July 27, instead of that night, as he was scheduled to do.

74 Called for Active Duty

Seventy-four Postonians have been called to report for active duty on August 4 at Fort Douglas, Utah, under the direction of James D. Crawford, Selective Service representative.

The boys called are:

Nawatu Kto, 200-8-B; Toshiguteru T. Fujiki, 214-1-C; Paul M. Furukawa, 30-5-C; Shigeru Nagasawa, 29-11-5; Tatsuo Iwanaka, 229-5-C; Hiroshi Hori, 2-9-A; Ted T. Hoshino, 30-12-B; Junichi Imagawa, 31-5-C; Shizu Imagawa, 31-5-C; Frank Kazuo Immura, 14-4-3; Tekio Isobe, 2-9-D; Albert S. Irani, 209-4-C; Masashi Iwamoto, 16-8-D; Kunimitsu K. Ito, 220-10-A; Arthur K. Tamizaki, 820-5-C; Akira Iizumo, 30-5-B; Hideo Izumi, 2-9-D; Joe J. Kemidani, 209-0-C; Kang Qi. Kainore, 3-3-D; Mitsu Katayanuma,

COMMITTEE FORMED

A committee consisting of Dr. James Suzuki, Ruth Crawford, and Dr. Agnes Martill has been appointed to provide entertainment for the patients in the various hospital wards.

MORE CALLED

Approximately 60 have been called for induction, and 50 have been called for pre-induction physicals, as of Thursday night, July 27, according to James D. Crawford, Relocation Officer.

During the five days commencing August 7, 50 will take inductees, and persons to be given pre-induction examinations, to Phoenix. About 25 will comprise each busload which will leave each night.
COMMITTEE TO NOMINATE

At the Block Managers meeting on Monday, T. Sumida of Blik. 16, J. Murakami of Blik. 30 and I. Hirota of Blik. 53 were elected to serve on the nominating committee for unit administrator together with Minoru Okamoto, Dr. J. Suzuki, and M. Nagai, all of the city council.

This committee will nominate two or three men and recommend them to Duncan Mills, Project Director, who will make the appointment. The names of the nominees will be announced in a day or two.

BIRTHS

To Mr. and Mrs. Kenichi Nakamoto, 220-5-B formerly of Salinas, Calif., a boy, July 25, 1944.

To Mr. and Mrs. Frank Sinsaba Nagai, 220-A-E, formerly of Lindsey, Calif., a girl, July 25.

To Mr. and Mrs. Kiyoshi Kawahara, 17-11-B, formerly of San Juan Bautista, Calif., a girl, July 26.

VISITING SERVICEMEN


WATER USAGE REVEALED

The following, released by the block managers' supervisor, Dick Nishimoto, shows the amount of water used in Unit I during the period July 20-24.

On July 20, 3,027.35 gallons of water was used, or 425.57 gallons per person; July 21, 3,391,075 gallons were used, or 559.56 gallons per person; July 22, 3,221,800 gallons were used, or 480.46 gallons per person; July 23, 2,709,175 gallons were used, or 418 gallons per person; July 24, 3,127,975 gallons were used, or 453 gallons per person.

Found: A ring, near Blik. 45. See Community Analysis, Rm. 35, Ad. Hq.

Found: Silver plated pocket knife on north-west corner of Blik 54. Please hand at Commanding Officer.

FORSALE:


DIET PATIENTS TO GETJIBFU

The distribution center at Block 21-10-A began distribution of tofu, manufactured in Unit III, to the special diet patients of Unit I, Monday, July 17. The center will be open every Monday and Tuesday morning from 10 to 12 A.M. The tofu will be given only to patients who formerly went to the Unit I factory for their special allowance of tofu.

TWO TO JOIN HOSPITAL STAFF

A new addition to the hospital will be Richard G. O'Connell, M. D. A transfer from Jerome, he will be here in the near future.

Another addition to the hospital staff will be Rose Chertov, medical social worker, who will report for duty on the first of August.

DR. WEST TO RETURN

Dr. J.F. West, senior medical officer, will return to Boston from Gila, August 3.
"SCORAY!"... we hear some school-lovers saying, because school is going to start in little more than a month. September 4th is the date set for all classroom doors to be opened to students again. Trudging back to school again will be those ranging from three to 18 years old, in other words, young and old alike. It will be better this year for all, because all the classes from grade one to twelve are to be held on the new adobe campus.

THE AGGIES...defeated the Firemen in a practice softball game, 11-2. They met in three previous tussles in the fires of 202 with both sides losing. We wonder what the end of the league will show.

THE MAINTENANCE...boys, also, came out victoriously when they had a game with the Transportation boys last Tuesday evening. The final score being 4-1, the triumphant team walked off the field with beaming faces.

ON THE 28TH July, the first Industrial League game was played. A trophy will be awarded to the winning team and medals will be presented to the most inspirational and to the most valuable players. The following departments have entered the league: Agriculture, Industry, Maintenance, Construction, Transportation, Community Enterprise, Community Activities, Auto and Machine Shop.

"TAKE ISLAND"...starring Brian Donovan and Robert Freem. will be shown at the Cottonwood Bowl next Monday night free of charge, put on by school.

UNIT TWO AG DEPARTMENT AWARE OF MANPOWER SHORTAGE

Emphasizing the existing manpower shortage in the AG., Jitezuo Fukuhara, Ag. Supervisor, reported that although students have relieved the shortage, he is still 32 men short of his quota of 188. In the fall when these boys will return to school, he expects 55 men to remain in the section to carry on the agricultural system. Close curtailment or field crops will be necessary if the quota remains unfilled. He further reported that the poultry section would expend from 3,400 pilots to 6,000 gullets in order to supply one egg daily for the students.

Resident are again reminded by Postmaster John Kumamoto, not to lose their money order receipts which are issued at the Unit II post office. This is due to the fact that too much confusion has been caused in tracing back to the original receipts when something has gone wrong with the money order.

He also made clear that the postal charges for V-mail by air-mail is only six cents, and ordinary V-mail is only three cents.

KITCHEN WORKERS TO HOLD PARTY

All mess hall workers who have worked 18 months or over are cordially invited to attend a Service Party to be held at block 207 tonight, July 28, from 7:30 P.M. sponsored by the Stewart's Department.

The amuse for the evening will be George Muki of block 299 and Manabu Fukuda will be in charge of the entertainment.

FROM

Leaving tonight on seasonal to Brigham City, Utah, will be Mitsuro and Yujiro Nakano, and Mansake Yamamoto; and to Corinne, Utah, Shigeru and Tatsuhiko Takemoto. Monday's departure on short-term to Topaz, Utah, will be Helen Aina.

On short-term to Rivers, Arizona, next Tuesday, will be Hassuo and Kervin Tetsui.

UNIT II BADLY IN NEED OF DOCTOR

One resident doctor is urgently needed by the Semip people because of the fact that Dr. Okonogi is too old to carry on with his work was brought to light by S.C. Sakamoto, Chairman of the local council at their 26th regular meeting. It was also reported that the present system of one doctor commuting twice a week for half a day is inadequate to fill the needs of the people.

NURSERY SCHOOL TO BE CLOSED

All nursery school and kindergarten centers will be closed from August 24 through 31, and will reopen on September 4. The elementary junior school is closing July 28.

Moving day for the elementary school and library is expected to be sometime next week. The nursery school and kindergarten will remain in 210.
TRADING POST REV. IWANAGA OPENS SUNDAY TO SPEAK

The long awaited Trading Post in Unit III will have its official opening this Sunday, July 30, at 9:30 a.m. according to Major Ohashi, Commander of the Committee.

Since it will be the first in Unit III, there will be all kinds of goods, including Japanese crockery ware.

The post will open at 9 a.m. and will last through the day. All those who have merchandise that they would like to sell are asked to bring it to the Council Office.

IWASHITA COPS "A" HATTING TITLE

Roy "Panda" Iwashita, ace chucker for Block 328, topped the single A softball batting crown with .37 hits in 28 tries for a .607 average.

PLAYER Team GP AB H AVG.
Roy Iwashita 328 10 29 17 .607
Jimmy Shinobara 328 10 38 16 .474
Harry Uomoto 306 13 47 21 .447
Haru Kishi 309 13 37 15 .405
Johnny Masukawa 318 13 35 14 .340
Lui Kitagawa 306 15 43 15 .549
Tom Sakata 317 11 35 12 .301
Nori Ogata 305 13 42 14 .313
Roy Tsutsumi 317 12 33 11 .333
Howard Oyaki 325 10 30 10 .300
Masao Otsu 306 10 37 9 .359
Mas Tanaka 323 9 28 8 .311
Kiyoshi Ishida 318 9 28 8 .320
Todd Ackl 318 13 46 14 .340

OZAWA, KOB M.188 IN HATTING AVERAGE

Yaosuke Ozawa, shortstop and catcher for Block 306, and Mitori Koba, third baseman for Camp 4, each garnered 16 hits and 32 trips to the plate to top the All League softball in batting with a .500 average.

The following girls made three or more home runs during the league: Naomi Nishida, Kay Okino, Aiko Kanayuki, Rei Troye, Maggie Hatada, and Mitori Koba.

PLAYER Team GP AB H AVG.
Y. Ozawa 306 6 32 16 .500
M. Koba 306 6 32 16 .500
R. Iwase 306-05 6 37 15 .560
T. Takahashi 306-05 6 28 12 .420
A. Nagata 308-09 6 30 16 .444
E. Sogo 308-09 8 27 12 .444
T. Troye 308-05 8 32 14 .438
K. Okino 328-27 7 27 11 .407
M. Koba 328-27 6 15 6 .280
T. Tsuda 328-27 8 20 11 .393
L. Okazaki 306-06 6 27 11 .393
A. Kanayuki 306-05 8 24 9 .375
H. Natsume 308-09 6 24 9 .375
H. Nakamura 308-05 8 30 11 .368
A. Hashiguchi 306-07 8 20 7 .350

SPS HONORS SOLDIERS

To honor the many soldier boys visiting this center after their training in St. Acule- lium, Ala., the Service Post spoke of an enjoyable "soldier's welcome party," Wednesday evening, July 28 at 310 Dining Hall. Visiting servicemen and families were invited.

Kiyokichi Umesawa, president of SPS served as general chairman. Entertainment and refreshments were given.

SOLDIERS PARENTS NAME PRESIDENT

Kiyokichi Umesawa, 328 will head the Service Men's Parent's Society which was dedicated on July 4 at the meeting recently held. Assisting him will be katsumi Uchiyama, 317, vice-president; masahiko Koba, 306, and Takehiro watanabe, 309, treasurer.

Their office is located at 310-2-A and 2. S.F.S. will be in charge of the USC.

POOL SCHEDULE IS ANNOUNCED

The Poston Square Garden Swimming Pool schedule will be as follows:
9:00 to 11:30 a.m.; 1:00 to 4:30 p.m., and 6:00 to 10:00 p.m.

The swimmers are asked to cooperate with the Life Guards by obeying their orders.

WANTED

WANTED: To rent any make typewriter. Will pay reasonable price. Contact C.O. Office, 310-2-A.

SUMMON: Certificate belonging to John Rukawa, at Unit III laboratory. Clean at Chronicle office, 310-2-A.

REMEMBER THAT POSTON FISHING CONTEST WILL CLOSE NEXT MONDAY JULY 29.
In a game where hits and runs were a dime a dozen the Rucker U. outslugged the blue Jays 14-8, but failed to outscore them, going down to a 13-10 defeat.

Noby Yamakoshi with 4 singles in 5 trips led the losers 14 hit assault while T. Kojka and A. Matsui both collected three hits for the winners.

Rucker U. 8 R H X
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>列表内容1</th>
<th>列表内容2</th>
<th>列表内容3</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>列表内容4</td>
<td>列表内容5</td>
<td>列表内容6</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

注：以上内容为示例，实际内容根据图片内容而定。